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INTRODUCTION
Religious education for the adult is an immediate heed.
The nation as a whole is rapidly awakening to the fact of the 
necessity of religious education for the youth of the land.
Much is being said, written ’and published about religious edu­
cation for youth. This is well and good. The need is great; 
the available information meager enough but, on the other hand, 
religious education for adults has been woefully neglected.
The need has' not been realized. Educators have not awakened to 
this fact. We therefore find that practically nothing has 
been thought, said, or published pertaining to the imperative 
need of religious education for adults.
Religious ignorance of adult minds, including those who 
have been in attendance at Sunday School and Church all their 
lives,., is aetopnding. Illustrations might be quoted, not only 
from scholars but from teachers as well, to substantiate this 
assertion.
The need is to Teach -religion -for; religion is not imbibed— 
it must be taught.
An adul,t stated that when he was a lad all, attention was 
pai4 to the adult while children were to "be s_een and not heard" . 
Now however, since he has become a man, the center of interest 
has shifted to the child and the adult must keep in the background. 
Truly this has been the case in regard to religious education - 
the child has been the center,. However the extremes have been 
reached, the pendulum is swinging baok and gradually educators
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are 'beginning to see the imperative and immediate need of re­
ligious education for child and adult alike.
Ministers, teachers, and laymenjmust align themselves in 
this stupendous and worth-while task of "rerigionizing" the 
adult.
A «
Because of existing conditions this paper naturally divides 
itself into three great heads.
First: The religious Needs of Adults.
Second: Curriculum Material, including expres’sional 
activities,, to meet these n.eeds, and 
Third: Organization and Equipment necessary to supplyA V
these needs.
I, THE RELIGIOUS NEEDS OF ADULTS.^------
Adult expaniioh and development along aH Lines has "been 
marked - except the religious'. ^ThAs side of man'S'-nature has 
been left undeveloped,
A. John Says, "and Jesus increased-in wiad.om .{iniiellectually), 
dndf in stature (physically), and in favor with God (religiously) 
and man." (socially). Mankind has also, "increased in wfesdom", 
through s'chools institutes; "and in stature" through medical 
science and instruction; "and in favor with man'^^ for many are 
striving to make this world a Brotherhood. World.- Peace is the 
cry'of the day. However man has not "increased in favor with 
God" for hl's "religious development has been neglected.
1: The need of religious development ie proved dgain 
and again in history, for if a nation leaves God out of its 
program it will retrograde. We need hut mention Greece, Rome,
Egypt - They too "increased in wisdom and in stature and in 
favor with man" hut the "increasing in favor'with God" was 
neglecto.d-'-and 'forgotten and we see hut ruin.
Again, the life history of many a. nation in oblivion 
today has been the four stages of Freedom, Wealth, Corruption 
an^ Barbarism, The United States gained her freedom from the 
Mother Country at great cost. She has attained Wealth through 
her natural resourqes and energetic spirit -until all nations 
of the earth recognize her financial power hut we see here and 
there Corruption eating at the very vital nerve of our nations 
solidarity and,bulwark. Shall we dare to even think for a 
moment that this nation would or could oompletp the cycle and drift 
or rather plunge into the stage of Barbalism? Greece with her 
culture and learning thought her fall from power to oblivion 
impossible as did Rome and Egypt,
What is going to save Americarifrom this catastrophe?
Religious Education of our nation - not only of her youth but 
of her adults as well.
C. Church and state have been wisely kept in separate 
Institutions since the founding of this country by our forefathers. 
Religious liberty and political freedom are the heritage of all 
Americans. The majority cannot force their religious belief 
upon the minority. Since Church and State are and will remain
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separate the t.eaohing of religion is not the primary function
of the public school. This is the task of the church.
1. Religion must be taught'. The reading of the Bible
in the public schools ax even studying the Bible from its literary
or historical standpoint is net religion. The great religious
experiences of the race must be taught the rising generation.
Religious teaching results in religious feeling, religious acts
and religious knowledge. This involves prayer, conversion, and
the usual phenomena of the religious experience." .Public school
teachers have not been trained and are not prepared to teach
religion. "The public school teachers have developed the psychology
of habit, the psychology of ideas and attitudes, but they have
not developed the psychology of sentiment, prejudice, ideals and
emotions. Religious education requires a technique which the
public school teacher does not have," (Athearn;R.E. and Am^ Democ
■ P. 10)
.The church has^not taken respopsibility "Of 
teaching morality and rel-igion seriously. Sunday Schools'.have 
been very inefficient in their educational program. With s,tate 
institutions not teaching religion and church college^ not, 
emphasiz^in^ nor majordsing their Bible ^nd religious courses we 
are soon doomed t,o lose our moral basis of, citl;2eushlp,
— (1) quoting^Dr. 17alter S. Jlthearn in^ HReldgiou-s
Education and Amerfc^ Democracy. P.ll. "Sixty Millions',of ppr 
one hundred m'illiqn-citizens have no cpnnec.tion^ with any :ohurch. 
There are 15,OCO-,OOg children in, this country whp receive no
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religious guidance whatever. Thpre are 35,000,00 over tep years 
of age outside, the membership of any church. There are 10^000 
email towns west of the Missouri river in which Christian preaching 
is rarely, or never, heard,
(3) "New sciences^ new psychology, pew sociology, 
new wealth, new forms of amusement are all factors in the decreasing 
interest in religious education. We are fast drifting into a 
cultured paganism. Unless the church takes Immediate steps to 
stem the present tide of indifference, luxury, and commercial 
greed, this country will soon cease to be a Christian nation - if, 
indeed, a country in which three out of four of fts citizens are 
without active church relations can be said to be a Christian 
nation now."
D. Religious education is needed for adult and child 
alike for "the state is alarmed. In fifty years crime has 
increased 400 per cent, with a crime rate in New York far above 
London, Paris or Berlin. Something must be done to imderpin the 
virtues of our people. Honesty, Industry, trutfifulnees, and the 
common decencies must be taught or the state will perish. The 
church has confessedly failed in the past. For a dozen years 
committees of the National Education Association have been at 
work on the problem of introducing into the public schools courses 
in ethics which are not based upon religion. One thing is clear 
to those who are closely in touch with the present tendendies^ 
and that is that the United States will have a system of moral 
training for her people before ten years. It will either be some
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form of etihice with no religious presuppoeitionSj regularly 
tau^t in the public schools, or i-t .will be a system- of church 
eohools giving adequate moral, and religious training to the 
children of all .the people. The attitude of the church people 
of this country during the next ten years will determine thi^s 
question. Shall religion drpp completely out of American edu­
cation? At no time in its history has the Christian Church 
faced BO grave a, crisis as that which confronts it now, ^at are
the churches of this .country going tq do-about it?" (Athearn: R.E.
Am. Dem. P. 12)
E. The United States of America has .been invaded by
three enemy armies which threaten our national■existence. First,
there is within our borders anji army of five and one-half million
illiterates above nine years of age; second, there is an army of
fifty million people above nine years of age who are not Identified
with any church - Jewish, Catholic, or ProteBtant;_ third, there
» ■*IS an army of twenty-seven million Protestant children and youth, 
under twenty-five years of age, who are not enrolled in any
I 9*
Sunday School or other institution for religious draining.
♦
If these three armies should form in double column,
^ J
three feet apart, they would reach one and one-fifth times around 
the globe at the equator. If they should march in review before 
the President of the United States, moving double column at the 
rate of twenty-five miles a day, it would ta^ce-^the" three armies 
three years and five months to pass the President',
"These three interlocking armies constitute a triple
s.
alliance which threatens the life of our democracy. Patriotism
1
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demands that every loyal American enlist for service and v/age 
three great campaigns- - a campaign of Americanization, a campaign 
of ^dult Evangelism, and a campaign for the spiritual nurture of 
childhood.” (World Survey, P. 203)
One of the defects of, our educational system as revealed 
hy the world war, is the necessity of taking radical measures to 
reduce adult illiteracy,
1. When we realize that there are 50,000,000 people 
in America who are not in any church, 27,000,000 Protestant 
c^^ildren not in any Sunday School ^d that the 16,000,000 who are 
in .Sunday School are receiving inadequate religious instruotionj^ 
because of, shortage of time, (i- hour a week or about 24 hours 
a year); because of untrained teachers, for they have not had 
the opportunity to learn; and with inadequate or practically 
n6 eqdipnent - how Gan we .expect the world to be christianized 
unless some radical chang'.e is made immediately in our teaching 
of Religion,
F, "The significance of an adequate program of religious 
education-'bannot be furiy stated or measured. It will mean vast 
amountbj ' of money flowing for good purposes, many thousands of 
trained worker's and leaders setting in motion tremendous forces 
for righteousness. It will mean an earnest attempt to reach and 
train every child and youth of our nation in the history, truths, 
principles, pra.ctices, spirit and life of the Christian religion. 
This ^ill decrease crime, immorality, degradation, indolence, 
poverty, dissension, and all our internal enemies. It will result
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in more Christians, more church members and churches, more school# 
and benevolent institutions, increase and elevate the industries, 
trades and professions, produce greater unity and loyalty, a higher 
type of americanism and go far to secure the solidarity and per­
petuity of the state.” (A Conference Program of R.E. - D.^.Ostroth
P. 12)
1.. There emerges, hbv/euer, a most convincing 
and inspiring evidence 'of' the’ value of the educational method in 
religion, ■ This "is thb-t whihe the Siinday School is, as a rule# 
made incidental to the rest of the church program, its teacher# 
largely untrained, its equipment usually pobr*, its organization 
and administration often- inefficient, its method anything but 
educational in the true sense of the word, even with all this 
handicap the Sunday School is undoubtedly the most fruitful of 
the churches present-day Enterprises in the actual making of 
chrl-stians and the^grounding of moral characters. Indeed, the 
church owes* a very large proportion of its membership to'this
T *
neglected part of its organization. .What might,not the church 
accompliBh through such a.n educational -agency if it would take 
it seriously and mhk’e the religious training (of childTen) and 
'adults its-first concern.
2. Much has been written in the past^ upon the 
periods of .childhood and adolescence but information leading to 
the study and Understanding of the mature mind is very meagre.
Not until the past few years have men become int^ereeted ih study­
ing the; characteristics and needs of the adult along religious 
lines. The adult movement Of the Church School is one of the
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notable movements of the day. Adults have always been in evidence 
in the church school but not until recent years has their presence 
been conspicuous. It was not until 1906 that the International 
Sonday School Association felt the need of creating an adult 
department, and in many quarters of the Church School World,
- s'
this need was not felt until much later. However, what the adult
I
movement lacked in years it has not lacked in vitality. Its 
growth has been phenominal. It has become a power to be reckoned 
with, and of invaluable service to the Kingdom,
G, We recently found that twenty -five per cent of our 
youn^ men were disqualified for effective military service because 
of physical disabilities; so we rightly go to our public school 
system and our national, state, and municipal health authorities 
and ask them what is the matter and what they are going to do 
about it. We discover that we have eight or ten million illiterate 
Americans among our population; naturally we inquire what is 
wrong with our boasted free, universal, compulsory educatdon and 
what remedy it proposes. To our astonishment the war uncover#. t
a considerable block of people living under the American flag and
~ I
receiving the benefit of its protection who shamelessly refuse 
loyalty and 'allegiance to our country when the supreme test 
comes; and we at once demand why the agencies responsible for 
educating, Americanizing, and solializing our adopted citizens
T
do not do their work,
1. And this practical attitude, or scientific
spirit if you will call it that, extends to the functions of the 
church as well. We are bent on carrying out very literally the
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injunction "prove all things". We are willing, to "hold fast that 
which is good", hut we want to he very sure that it-will not turn 
to dust and ashes if we are to hold to it'. Hence it is that 
standards which have heon accepted for centuries are being ruth­
lessly examined, and methods which have been employed for 
generations are required to defend their'position. Tradition is 
no longer held in supreme regard just as tradition, nor dogma 
because it is dogma. Nothing is secure that cannot prove its 
right to a place in the scheme of things as they are or as they 
ought to be. Me_a8ure. evaluate, test - these are the watchwords 
of the present-day spirit, and they will inevitable be applied
t
to the church and its methods in common with other forms of 
social enterprise.
a'. "Has the church a clearly defined aim, 
certain definite and attainable ends set as the goal of its effort? 
Does it know exactly what it is trying to do, so that it may 
determine wliether'it is succeeding dr falling in its enterprises? 
And are the goals sufficiently concrete and real, so that it may 
be surely kriown when they have been attained or missed? Does the 
church knoT/ the true function of a church in a social process such 
as that of the present, so it may judge whether this function 
is being fulfilled?
b. "It has been estimated that in the, world 
war an average of one thousand shots were required to hit a man, 
and this in spite of the many marvelously refined range-finding 
devices and niceties of mechanism for aiming the guns. One 
is bewildered by the thought of how many shots would have been
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required to hit a man if there had been no definite aiming and no 
specific ob;)ect^veal Has the church improved an^ efficient^ 
range-finding devices? Has it sufficiently well-defined objectives?
Does it know what it is aiming at?" (Betts The new Prog, of R.E.
*P'. 15)
H/The advocates of Religious education are the progress­
ives of the ohuibh on the issue of religious education, for they 
co\ansel a radical change of method and a marked shifting of 
emphasis by the church in its program of activities, they have 
through their' plans and enterprises even given us, within the 
last decade^ the new term in our religious vocabulary, "religi-ous 
education". To tiiem also we owe another term, the "‘church school", I
The promoters of religious education are not timid, '
They fe'el sure of their ground. They tell us that the primary I
obligation and opportunity of the church, standingjiS out ahead of | 
all other'obligations and opportunities whatsoever, is the religious 
education of its' childhood and youth, and of its adults as well.
True they do not make religious education the only function of the 
church. They recognize the fact that the’church must minister 
to many social interests and needs; the church must be an evangelist 
to reclaim the wayward, a philanthropist to help' the needy, an 
educator to war against ignorance, a missionary to 'less' favored 
peoples, a reformer setting up standards of righteousness - ‘SO 
they demand that the church adopt a new program with religious 
education in capital letters at the head of the'list of its 
enterprises, conceiving ‘this as the foundation of all 'other church 
activities or programs. Contrary ter the assertion that "the
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great need of the ohurdh i-s new zeal," these leaders -say that It 
needs first of aU new method, and that out of this new zeal will 
come.
I. Under the caption, "The Place of Religion in the 
Educational Program of -a Democracy", Dr, W. S. Athearn, in "A Ifation- 
al System of Education page 3*9, comments sls follows: "Democracy 
must learn hbw to make intelligence dnd righteousness co-extenoive; 
a new piece of machinery must' be created and made a vital, integral 
part of the life of- every community. This new piece of machinery 
must spiritualize our citizenship just as the public school makes 
it wise and efficient, A skilled hand and an informed mind must 
be united with a good heart to produce a citizen safe for the 
democracy of the future. The nation that can build this’new 
machinery will write a new page in the history of democratic 
government.
1, "The task of religious education is to motivate 
conduct in terras of a religious- ideal of life. The facts and 
experiences of life must be- interfused with religious meaning.
In a democracy the common facts, attitudea and ideals given as a 
basis'of common action must be surcharged with- religious Inter­
pretation. Spiritual significance and God-conscibusness must 
attack t'o the entire content of the secular curriculum*. Unless 
the ourricuium Of the church school can pick up the curriculum 
of the public school and shoot it full of religious meaning, the 
church cannot guarantee that* the condxict of -the citizens^ of the 
future will 'be religiously motivated.
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3, "The church cannot ask the state to teach 
religion, hut the church can ask for an adequate amount of the 
children*8 time on Sundays and during weekdays to insure the 
religious training of all the people under church auspices. The 
price we must pay for our religious liberty is whatever price it
V
may take to build and maintain anjf efficient system of religious 
schools, complemTenting the public schools.
3. "It is becoming increasingly apparent that the 
r ■ *
present emergency in our religious life demands the sympathetic 
cooperation of all denominational and inter-denominational agencle s 
The national public school system must be supplemented by a verified 
system of religious education which will guarantee the spiritual 
homogeneity of our democracy. Unless such a system of reli^ous 
education can be created, there is great danger that our system 
of secular schools will become' naturalistic and materialistic in 
theory and practice and that the direction of social development 
will be determined by a secular state rather than by the spiritual 
forces represented by the church.
a. "Each religious denomination has, as its 
greatest present responsibility, the development of an efficient 
system of church'schools and the correlation of these sqhools, 
with those of other denominations, into a unified system of religiou 
education for the American people."
J. During recent years books have been published and 
magazine articles written dealing with the lamentable ignorance 
among the masses ofi the people of: Christianity; the Church; and
l6
the Bihle. Much of this information hUs heeii gathered through 
much labor;- thorough and painstaking sbientifio methods having 
been used and data gathered fr'oin all stages of life,
X.'The Oomihittee oh the War and the-ReligiouB 
Dutlook‘give‘US the following information'in-the book ^Religion 
among American men as ReVealdd by a Study of Conditions in the 
Army,"' If therfe is' an^ne point'upofi'which chaplains agree ft 
is in'regard to the wid'e-spfead igriorano'e as to the meaning of 
Christianity and'ohurch membership.- It of course one thing 
to be a Christian and quite another to'knOw what -Christianity is.
It is one thing to-^he a liVing member of the body of the church 
and another to know what the church stands for and what itembOrahlp 
in it involves. We might well hope that in a '.Christian' country 
me"n generally, even those 'without any alle'giandd tO Christ or 
Hie Church, would know what Christianity i's. Men nomially within 
the‘‘church and men who have heen to Ohristiali Schools do-not know. 
They "da not 'have the Chrlstia'n idea of God; they have n6 blear 
knowledge of Christ; 'the Kingdoln of God i's often a meaningless^ ' 
term to them; the meaning of Christian prayer, 'the-usV qf eacramente 
the obligations of ehurch bi'enfbership are te'ry. Very vague to them. 
The church 'as a teacher has failed“^to fns'truot its' ow‘ri membership 
and present its gospel'to the men 'jufit Outside'^fte dbore,
2, The bhurdhes seenv to havb failed' iri imparting 
t‘o the people the foundations Of 'Glfrt’stian'^b'elief, for there le 
most astonishing and universal ignorance concerning the facts and 
truths of Christianity. Evidence show's thb "inability'of the- 
young men to think seriously for themselves on any of the deeper
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problems of life. But while there is absence of serious thought 
about religion it is the ignorance of the facts and truths of 
Christianity that is most astounding. Public opinion proclaims 
that above all things religion does not matter - and the boy who 
leaves school, as he usually does, with no real religious training 
at all has no chances df withstanding this biased impression.
They are not taught. The cause of the whole thing is ignorance.
The average man has never been taught to think, and still less 
has the Christian faith ever been suggested to him as a working 
explanation of his existence. He is completely ignorant of what 
the Christian revelation consists. He knov/a nothing of religion 
in general nor of the church in particular. Such doctrines as 
those of the Trinity, the Incarnation, the Divinity and Humanity 
of Christ, are to him unintelligible, because he has never bean 
taugfit. Such things as the habit of prayer, the meaning and use 
of the Sacraments and worship in general, are things outside his 
oomprehension. Why? Because again he has never been taught.
The religion of his home, school, or church is a vague, indefinite 
belief in a vague, indefinite Goc^feho must never be mentioned.
The remedy is obvious - the real teaching of Religious Faith in 
its entirety - definite detailed teaching by the church.
3. We are forced to conclude that there is something 
gravely unsatisfactory in the systems of religious education used 
in the past. A new era must of necessity dawn in method and oonteni 
for our teaching religion.
a. Eighty per cent of the boys and girls are
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lost to the Sunday School at fourteen or under, A few of these
are brought back as adults, many of them having forgotten all
they were ever taught. Since the church is not carefully and thor-
oughly teaching religion to the people we find the great majority
of people ignorant in things pertaining to religion and their
spiritual welcftare. There is no hope for this nation nor for any
other nation until every church becomes a teaching church and
instructs its people - adults as well as children - in the Bible
(
and the doctrines of the Church, as thoroughly as the college 
and university instructs its students in science and literature-.
b. Not only do we find conditions as the 
foregoing in America alone but the same condition is met on every 
hand. One of the most careful studies of religious education was 
made by twenty five'of the most eminent leaders of the Anglican 
Church. It complains that the Church has failed to teach succesa- 
fully its definite creed and its system of devotional life. It 
points out that in the army while seventy per cent of the soldiers 
are described as 'Church of England', only an insignificant 
proportion has either any real knowledge of what a churchman 
is supposed to believe ot any practical ’appreciation of the use 
of the sacraments. The Church cannot be said to have attained 
the end which it set before itself at the Reformation, namely, 
that the laity should be really instructed in Christian faith and 
practice.
4. What would be the result of an examination of
the congregations in our Protestant Churches in the fundamental 
teachings of the Bible .and the Church or in Christian doctrine?
19.
It used to "be said that the members of Dr. R, W. Dale's congregation 
at Burmingham could pass a real examination in Christian doctrine.
Of how many churches woiiM this be true? How many members of our 
churches could tell a friend the great, di-etinctive message of 
the Christian Church? How many could clearly and concisely- 
contrast* the- Christian philosophy of life with the philosophy of 
life held by the world? here are milliona of men, members .of and 
workers in the Christian Churchy how many could te^l the wonderful 
history jof the Church, how it orlginiated., what wonders it wrovight 
through the a-ges, ,w|iat it has, stood for through the changing 
centurtes?. J am -sure that we should find the rgnoranoe. of most 
of them Quch as to convince us that tha Church has lamentably- 
failed in its great teaching function which fs perhaps its one 
chief task.
K. Facts and Needs, of R^igious Education as contrasted 
by the "World Survey" -P. 219.
^ Ir Alarming fap_t^ >
1. Ilnreached millions.,
-2. Inadequate amount of time for religious 
training.
Untrained, Immature and unsupervised 
voluntary teachers and -officer^.
4. Inadequate body of curriculum material,
5. Meager financial support.
3. Outstanding n^edjS in the field of Religious 
Education: ^
^ , 1. A program of Sunday School extension.
2. The promotion of week-day and vacation 
school of religion.
3. Close supervision and practical training 
:for voluntary* workers and training schools 
for professional leaders.
4. Enrished courses of study,
5. A more generous financial support.
L. "What, then, is religious education? What does it 
seek to do and how does it go at it?
1. "First, on the negative side, what religious 
education does not do. It does not, as some have feared, seek to 
substitute any process .of mere training for the spiritual element 
in religion. It does not leave the divine factor out, offering 
therefore a-fund of information about religion. It does not deny 
the fact and power of conversion acting on a life that has drifted 
from its spiritual relationships and needs to recover them. It 
does not aim at an ethical system alone, unsupported by the 
religious motive. In short, it does not omi^ any agency commonly 
used by the church to stimulate and develop the religious cons­
ciousness, with this exception; religious education seeks to 
save the need for a reclamatory conversion, and-in ita stead sub­
stitute a gradual and natural spiritual growth in the course of 
which, at the proper age the child will make a personal decision 
and acceptance of the Christian way in which he hrs- from the be- 
ginning been lead,
3. "On the positive side, religious education takes 
the child endowed through his original nature as he is with 
capacities for evil and good, and seeks to stimulate the good 
and suppress the bad, using for this purpose religious inst'ruction
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nurture and guidance. Fe r from discarding or disregarding the 
super-natural factor, the working of the grace of God", religiOTts 
education believes so thoroughly in this factor that its great 
aim is to keep the bond between the child and his heavenly Father 
from every being .veakened or broken. It seeks so to train the 
child and stimulate and guide his sniritual development that 
this divine grace shall hcve constant access to the herrt and 
life, a sustaining, organizing, upbuilding power acting continuously 
upon the soul, rather than expecting it to reclaim a sin-sick 
soul which has lost its v/ay. (Betts The new Prog, of R. E. P.39)
3. Religious education tel-ieves in evolution,
the evolution of the soul. It pins its faith to a slow and steady 
growth of the religious consciousness going on unbroken from- the 
earliest years to the end of life. It accents the position that 
in his spiritual development the child employs the same power of 
mind anc? heart and will that are used in other avenues of 
experiences and thet the law that will hold in one realm of ex­
perience will hold in another.
4, Building upon this Position relitfious education 
utilizes the principles and methods thpt have been proved success­
ful in other phases of education, adapting thei to the particular 
aims and needs of religion. It believes that v/het you would
have in the life of a people you must first of all put into the 
schools; and, believing this, unf^ertakes to piit relig-’on into 
the church schools in such an effective wcy that religious 
concepts, religious a.ttifcades, and religious activities shall 
become an integral part of the child* s nature, a part of his
32
inner self, natui’ally and corltlnuously expressed in each days 
life as it is lived in the common rdund of responsihUities and 
duties.
5, No one claims that religious education is a
panacea. There is no magic in it any more than in any 6ther
kind of education. II; uses the method of the tortoise rather
than the method of the hare. Jt is not a perfected system, nor
indeed ever can be. It will never produce one hundred per cent
of results.. Some children, owing to mistakes and weaknesses In
the religigus^educational system itself, or becuase of negative
influences operating-on the child from some other phase of his
environment, will fail to respond, as some fail to respond in
the public-school*system. Some will never be brought under its 
%
influence at all, either through the lack of appeal of the system, 
or the indifference of their papenis, or some other cause.
a. V'Fe will remember that about one person 
out of twelve above ten years of age in this country is pnable 
to read or write - and this in spite of what is probably one of 
the best systems of general education^in the world. There will, 
as a matter of course, continue to be a certain percentage of 
spiritual illiterates, no matter how perfectly v/e undertake to 
•frork out our religious education program. The church will always 
require its other agencies - its pulpit, its evangelisip, its re­
form p^'ograms, ,and many other enterprises. But these should rest 
on a solid foundation of religious .education, which alone can 
give the church an intelligent, loyal, spiritually equipped bo^y
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6f workers to carry on its program.
M. Following is a report of a survey of 3,000 high school
teachers and college students 'in the state of Missouri: It
was found' that 16 per cent knew neither where Christ was born
nor his mothers name, 70 per cent did not know wh4t ^:o call the
Sermon on the MOtint, 60 per cent did not know wka't Christ said
about loving one*G neighbor, 13 per cent did 5iot know the first
clause^ of’the Lords Prayer, 65 per cent did not know the Golden
Rule, ‘40 per cent declared that St. Paul was a "book o'^f the Bible",
Ss’per cent stated that Pilate was the -author of the Bible', 35
per bent thought James was "a river," 70 per cent thought Agrippa
was an appstle," 30 ^er cent said Jude was a king, 3 ‘per cent
said Herod was an apostle, 13 per cent was sure that Peter was
"a king," 9 percent said he was a priest, 30 per cent declared
that Gethsemane was a city -of Egypt, '30 per cent said that
"immortality" meant "deathjwhile another 9 per cent said it
meant "breath." A little less than 50 per cent declared the
Scriptures’were "quotations^" 9 per cent said ^'sin" was "debts".
«
Among 'Other peculiar answers given were - Gainhas was an apostle, 
Mark was a king, revelation was' a province, Martha Was a book 
of the Bible, "amen," was applaubO "elders"’ were bushes, scribes 
were bad men, tithes w’as missionary money.
Religious education aims to supulement the work of the 
public school, which teaches a child 'geography, but not about God 
who made the earth; botany, but not about God' who clothed the 
flower; physiology, but not about God who built’ the man; astronomy, 
but not about God who guides the stars; history, but not about 
Divine Providence in human affairs; human laws, but not the
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Divine commands for hman conduct; a Supreme Being, but not about 
Christ the Saviour of men. ^
N. Let ho one ascribe the-church's l3.ck of interest, 
inieligious education to a, lack of interest ix\ education. The 
church has for centuries made the promotion of education one of 
its chief concern?, and its^ schopls constitute one of the bright- 
est pages in Its history.^ The earliest colleges founded in this 
country were founded by the church. Far more than half pf all 
the higher institutions ip the United States today were.church 
founded and many of them still are^ in part at least, ^church 
supported. The church founded colleges and universities, accomodate 
approximately half of those who receive^higher education in this 
country..
Yet, strange to say, religion occupies so small a 
■olace .as to be almost negligible in the curriculum of the church 
college. In almost none of them is instruction in religion on 
as secure a,^inancial and academic baei? as jnathematics, science, 
philospj^y, 'Or like subjects. -^Thp ,college asks for the support 
of church people on the grotdid of the religious influence of the 
school,^but-seems to assume that religion can-be aupropiated from 
the general atmosphere and environment and .need not be especially 
provided for as*a study for the'.plassrooms. Indeed, on this score 
there ip qomparatively little choice between the qhurch college 
and the state institution. Here again, then, it is evidenybhat 
the church does not believe strongly -in religious education, for 
its own pa.rticular sbhopLs set apart to "train leaders" teach almost 
everything excepting religion.
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0. The relig*iou8 ne’ds of art adult. A balanced
Christipji character cannot be ma?nt;:ined without the cultivation 
of the intellect, the emotions and the will, Starbuck has defined 
Christianity as the religion of whole-mindednessThe whole-minded 
Christian must know God, love God, and obey God, Religion must 
oaes from belief through the affections out into conduct. The 
diet for the religious life of an adult i-iust include food for 
hie intellect, food for his emotions, and food for his will.
The classes in the adult Dep^-rtment of the church school will 
furnish intellectiial food; the music and ritual of the devotional 
service of the church together with the edifying semion will give 
e.xnression to the emotions, and the social service program of 
the ehuroh will carry the religious ideas and impulses over into 
conduct,
a. Adult class workers should read Coe, "The 
Relio-ion of & "iature lind". Cope, "The Efficient Layman," and 
Wood, "Adult Clc-ss Study,,". These books give clear and scholarly 
ststei.ents of the psycholoc-y of the adult mind,
2. The church must help the a.dult to solve his 
problems. If the problens are intellectual the church uust 
n-o into the philosophy and psychology of religion, primitive and 
comparative reli^^ion, and resolve doubts b’'^ enlarging vision. If 
the problems are Practical, social^ the church ’-ust study the 
ethics of "^esi's, the economics of the Kingdom of God on the earth 
etc. In other words, the church which ministei"s to the spiritual 
needs of men and women of differing ter'peraments; education, occu­
pations, RociP-1 atotions, etc., rust offer 3 large number of electiv
courses in which ep-ch m^y find for his r^rticular problems.
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II, CURRICULIPJ MATERIAL, INCLITDIFC- EXPRESSION AL ACTIVITIES, TO 
MEET THE RELIGIOUS HEEDS -OT ADULTS.
P. Curriculum, (T>ie PiLgrim Training Course for Teachers, 
first year. Part XV, P. 290) Professor Klauper defines curric­
ulum as " a body of racial -experiences, selected out of the life 
of the race and used as a basis for individual development, for 
t e continuance of social standard's 'and institutions, and for 
the presentation of knowledge already acquired." - (Principles 
of Educational Pracfice,. P. 93) The curriculm is the point of 
contact between the teacher and the* pupils, through which the ' 
nu-nils are incorporated into the society which the teacher 
represents. The making of a curriculum fo,r the -church school 
involvera the following considerations:
1. General education in this country seeks to 
develop the powers and capp.cities^ of childr^en -and to furnish 
them^ the-icnov.'l'edge and ideals required for citizenship in a 
d’emocracy. Religious education seeks t-o develop the spiritual 
nature .c3l -children and adults and'furnish them the knowledge and 
ideals required for chris-tian citizenship-
2. .A cuTriculum of religious educati'on must, there­
fore,. seek two ends, viz., development and instruction.
3. The content of the curriculum and the method
of its presentation must be based upon the‘.well-established laws 
of general and genetic psychology.
4. Effective teaching r-equires that the’ curriculum 
shall pass over into conduct* Curriculum and e^-preeeional work 
oannot be’divorced. The proqrair for the class period and the 
programs of all clubs and societies must be unified. This can
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best be done if they emanate from -a common soufce,
5. ‘ Hethod and content cannot be divorced. The selection 
of the material for the curri'culimi involves the determination of 
methOcfs 6f teaching. The content of a curriculum must be judged 
in connection with the method of'its presentation*. -It follows 
that the building of a curricul\im and the building of a teacher­
training program go hand in hand.
6, Those who are to do collective thinking must have 
a common body of 'facts and cohce'pts, 'Those who build the 
ourricul\im fo‘r the religious e’ducation of a' people must determine
the facts, concepts, and ideals which must enter into the Oons- 
oiouenees of those who are to act together in a'great social 
and, religious community.
'' 7. The method of deveLopment Ife tQ bring pUpilS into
first-hand contact with the facts of experience and let them 
draw their own conclusions. But all neoesss.ry knowledge'^cannot 
be learned at first hand. Pupils *ma‘y learn by the indirect 
method of instruction. The framers of a curriculum must be 
concerned with th^ media of instruction best calculated to 
develop the religious impulses as they normally unfold, and to 
give the present and the new generation the greet concepts of 
God, duty, brotherhood, reverence, obedience, etc., which 
the church has preserved from past generations and which must
be handed on if Christianity is to be preserved to the race.
8, It foliows'from the foregoing that the fremers of 
curriculum must determine seven items:
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a. The fin^l ohjective of the whole course
of training.
h. The present objective, which must not he 
out of harmony with the final objective.
e. The religious nature of the adult.
d. The subject matter for the period.
e'. Tvpes of expreseional work.
f. ■*'ethods of teaching.
O'. Media of instruction.
B. In .selecting coursKs -Of study or text-books embodying 
"bodies of n-'tter for* the use of classes in the church school 
the foregoing pr-i'nciples should be kept in rind. These may be 
brought out by eubjeSting each Proposed text-book to the follow­
ing questions:
1. Is it true to the instincts p.nd experiences of 
adulthood? Does it seek the^ interests and experiences of the 
learner es its “^tarting-point? Is it* ada'^^ted to the adfiilt?
Does it meet oresePf religious needs?
S>. Is the text built upon sound pedagogical theory?
For example, are new topics- or difficulties presented singly 
and in eucceeblve relation to what has gone before? Is much 
old matter restated on each page in new forr so thst the PUPil 
is continually being brought into contact with old matter asso- 
ci-'^ted with new facte? Does the text introduce all general 
principles or defifiltTona by illustrati ^ns and inductive processes, 
then stat'e the conclusion in exact but simple langi^age and finally
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profile for the use of these principles in later deductions?
3. Does each new theme open with references to the 
preceding tonics?
4. Is the. hook divided into chapters, sections,
and sub-sections in such a way as to aid the lecrner in grp^aping 
the outline of the topic under discussion?
5. Does each chapter close with a summary, recapitula- 
tion, or body of drill material as an aid in fixing the important 
facts of the chapter and facilitating the learning ■Drooesa?
6,. Is the book-adequately illustrated? Are the 
illustrations selected to catch the eye or to illustrate the 
topics in the text?
7. Does the book contain a table of contents, an index 
and a clear statement of the plan of the book, with suggestions
t
for the guidance of the teacher, and are those suggestions 
carried over into the book in foot-notes to prevent the author*s 
method being divorced from the contents?
8. Does the tekt contain adequate references to 
supplementary material for the use of both punils and teachers?
9. Does the text contain suggestions for appropriate 
expres*'icnal exercises as t means of completing the teaching 
process?
10. Are the length of lines, the size of type and^f the 
tint of the paper adapted to the eyes of the grade for which 
the text is intended?
11. Will this counrse serve‘to preserve the religious
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ideals and institutions for which the bhurch of today should 
stand?
IS. Enumerate th'e fundamental religious” concents -■
God, barotherhood, duty, obedience, sin, salvation, reverehce, 
etc. Are thede concepts adeqCxafely presented in this series 
of texts? What relative emphaniV is given to each? Does this 
course give enough information about the church as an institution 
to enable the pupil intelligently to cooperate in the life of 
the church?
13. Finally, would'this aeries of texts give the student 
the Ideals and knowledge which Would prepare him for citizenahi'p 
in the kingdom of heaven? If not, state' Specifically what 
ideals, or what knowledge', should be added,
> 01 Ih'the early history of this country the curriculum of 
gengral education was distinolly religious. The old new England 
Fri'mer used for-more than one hundred and fifty years a& the 
ohilda sole introduction to' reading and literature consisted 
almost whbliy of distinctly religious Material. The Bible was 
also regularly read'^and 'Studied in the schools, as it was in 
th’e homes. 1)thef religious books also formed a part of the
^ ♦ •‘f it I *
school curriculum',
' 1. With the growth of the principle of the separ-
dtioh of church and state, however, the curriculum-of public* 
Education Vas na'turally secularized and'religion omitted' fxom^ 
the public school course. Along with this change'^the church home 
served to lose much of its interest^in instructing the child in
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religion. The result has been that t\ie Protestant child has for 
the most part little or no religious instructfpn-except^that 
received in^ the Sunday school and in occasional attendance at 
the general church sessions,. This is to say that religipn has 
been almost-wholly lost out of his education''^nd hpnbe out of 
his general life acpiipnientTherefore present 4ay adults are 
not educated religiously,
P. "One important feature is tlje mechanical form in which 
curriculum materials for the ohurOh schools are Partly
as a matter of tradition and partly as a matter o| l&upposed 
economy the' materials are quite cpmmonly issued in pamphlet or 
leaflet form for botb teachers and pupils,
1. "^This la a serious educational errqr/ The value 
of truth is influenced by the form in which it is printed and 
bound. Religious materials' oomlng tp the pupil in the form of 
temporary unboudd leaflets often inferior in pappr, illustrations,- 
type, ^d general impression to the advertising pamphlets that 
flood pur mails and immediately find thpir way to our wastebasket, 
cannot have the effect that these same 'lessons would haye in the 
fprm of attractive*textbooks.
3,"Nor is there any incentive to keep this leaflet 
materia,! as a permanent part of a growing personal library, so 
we eeldom find any evidence in the home of the child's church- 
school curricul'um. * In fact, mps't of what -is given out to children 
is mislaid, lost, or destroyed wi^thout ever haying been used,
Heligtous material^should not suffer in comparison with public 
school texts in the ma1|ter of attractiveness of form.
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3, "Nor is it at all certain that the temporary form 
of puhlication is cheaper in the end: in fact, ’it is heyond 
question a highly expensive and uneconomical method of issuing 
lesson materials. It will "be granted, of course, that for
younger children various leaflets, pictures, etc, are essential.
*
For those old enough to read, however, a textbook "system would 
he more economical based on the amount of use to be had from any
f t ^
single unit of printed materials. The church should own its
textbooks and loan them out as the public school'district does
to its pupils. If the pupil desires to buy the book and have
it for his own, he may do so in either case. If*he loses a book
/
or injures it, he is expected to pay for it in one case as in 
the other. In this way successive classes can use the same 
texts for several years, thus requiring in the end much less of 
actual printing and distributing of material ^han under the 
present system," (Betts, "The New Prog; of fl, i). )
E. As stated in Part I the outstanding leaders in the church 
are unanimous as to the lamentable and surp'rising i^orance" of 
men, educated and ignorant alike, about the Bible, the bhurch 
and the fundamental doctrines of Christianity.
1, When we turn to the remedy for this situation We
^ A «
find equal unanimity, namely, that the Church mus-t become a 
teaching Church, and the ministry a teaching ministry'.
2. The Protestant Church, at the time of the Reformation,
r
began as a teaching church and the Reformation,paetohs preached 
didactic, doctrinal sermons as did Paul and'Peter, The place to 
thoroughly instruct the child and adult in all that the church
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stands for is in the church school. There is great need and
much rocp for imprevement in systematizing and organizing this
work and this should be supplemented by direct' teaching by the
pastor. To the study of the Bible should be added thorough and
systematic study of Christian doctrines, on the ground that
they uriderlie the acceptance of the gospel and give us th&t
philosophy of life needed to fortify us in all times of crisis -
* 1 
the test of a religion is ihs power to meet the great crisis
when it comes. Children as well as adults should be taught the-
great things, the church has done in history and what it is
doing now in building the Kingdom of Go^t home and abroad.
3, The church Viilll have to put its very heart and 
soulv.irto the work of restating ^the great faiths by which it 
lives and from which it draws all its inspiration in terms which 
adults can understand. How did the great truths of Christianity 
win their way at first? Was it not because the life of the 
Church arrested the attention of men, and then to Jew and Greek 
and Roman these truths commended themselves as solving the great 
problem of life. They gave to them who believed them a steadin­
ess and power and moral enthusiasm which enalpled them to overcome 
the world by faith in God and hope"for the future and love to
men. The method of "commending the truth to every man's conscience 
and giving a reason for the hope that Is in us," which was used 
by the apostles is needed for us tnday.
4. We have not succeeded in teaching Christianity to 
our own members, let alone distributing a clear definite and
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thorough knowledge of it -through the c^ommunity .at large? -If we 
learn Qur lesson, frop failure ;in the past*, the. result will he a 
v?.stly greater emphasis on *our teaching function.. In; comparisun 
with other tasks, it must have, ma:re thought, more energy, more 
financial support both in the lopal Phurch and in the ’denomination. 
It -is, furthermqre, a task that challenges us to’the most effective 
inter-denominational cooperation that can be achieved.
5. Our religious education is^ heing criticized on the 
basis of its results, fon its vagueness and failure to connect 
with the real business of living. .Men -have religious ideas, 
but these ideas, haye not suffioierrt-'definition or -clarity to give 
new etability -o-r an assurance of knov/ing where they stand. It 
appears to be guite possible to gb to, Sunday School and church . 
considerably without ever gaining u clear ■conception of what
i
Christianity is and In the case of great numbers the Christian
TEiew of life not only fairs to control adl^ion, but* has the air
of being something that Is perhaps vaguely true but inapplicable.
Our religious education’.must be more definite and more vitally
connected with the positive-Christian duti-ps and the Christian
* ' '•
way of life.
a. Therefore if the church is to regain and hold 
the masses, if Christianity is to be the real faith and support 
of the people, if she is to be 'the home, beloved 'and sought in 
the great crises of life, she must turn* all her resources and 
energies to teaching. The church must take more seriously its 
call to teach the whole message of the gospel. It must revive
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the serious and systematic study of the Bible and the great 
doctrines the church has deduced frpm the word of God. It 
must teach the people of the divine movements through history 
and in ex-nerienoe. It must be direct in its appeal to the 
intellect as well as to the emotions. It must so inform the 
reason that the messece will meet all the mental wants and 
questions of the age.
b. A solemn call should ‘go out to the church 
to take far more seriously than it has recently done its dnty, 
03 comr issioned by Christ, and enlightened and enpowered bh"
His Spirit; to proclaim to all nations and to each generation 
a certain word or message of God. This can be fulfilled only 
by the diligent study and faithful teaching of the Word of God, 
This message or Word of God takes shape in various modes of 
teaching:
(1) Doctrine about God, Father, Son and
Holy Spirit.
(2) About man,
a. His nature and'destiny,
b. His sin and his redemption.
(3) About the'incarn^t'on and the Atonement




c. The mission of the Soirit.




These and many more it is the business'Of the --ohurch to study and 
proclaim,
F. A strong intellectual position is far'more important 
for tlie wkfare of the church -than is generally recognlzeii i:n
, • . - >“r> ‘
any degree whatever. It I's argued that religion means th? 
spiritual life, that Christians are known by their fruits, that
Ar ^ i’
questions o£ theology and philosophy"are of secondary importance 
and the interest in them is confined to a fev/, that religion is
^ 's ' ,of the heart rather than of the head. There “are -elements of 
truth in all this. A religion based only gn the intellect would
have little power to move mankind. Butj unless the reason is
* . *convinced, it is not possible for an emotional appeal to be
permanently effective; and this is true not only of individuals
but also of masses of men. People generall^r, though their
reasoning is instinctive and not formal, are profoundly if un-
consciously influenced by the spirit of the age, and a message
which does not respond to their mental wants will pass unheeded.
Our messages of teaching must therefore be shot through with the
great doctrines and teachings of the word of God which are vital
to man’s present as well as future life and happiness. Chrietianit
must be made real, vital and necessary, not only through prec'ept
and teaching but through example as well. The appeal must be
made along ligitimate lines so that men will not look upon
religion as something for women only but that they may come to
realize that it takes a real "he-man" to be a Christian in the
•*»
business and professional world. This teaching of the practic- 
abilitiy and workability must be taught through the church.
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Is her great commission, her duty, and no other agency will 
take Up-the task which is the bilsinees of .the church,
G. We have found that the church has immense need to 
emphasize her teaching function. The church must devote much 
care and time to .instruction bringing it to such a -state of 
efficiency that all .attending would get just as much and just 
as thorough instruction'in religion as is gotten in any subject 
in the public schools. A great deal of time must be devoted to 
teaching the nature and history pf the Christian religion, the 
Bible, the Church and all for which it stands-;
1. it has been said that the congregation of Carres 
Lane Chapel, Birmingham, could pass an examination in system­
atic theology under Dr. Dale's preaching and an examination 
in the Bible under Dr. Jowett's preaching.- Including Church 
Hist’ory what an ideal for the p\43pit and also what a challenge 
to the church school whose primary object is .to teach, when 
men and women get the vision of the possibilities involved in 
the church school, religious education and religious teaching 
will have an awakening and a revival such as the church school 
has not seen‘ since its o'rganization. There are certain great 
doctrines for which the church stands. lEvery Christian should 
know them as thoroughly as he knowS' arithmetic. Every disciple 
of Christ should know the history of the, phurph and what wonders 
it has wrought through the ages. The OJiurch school is, the teach­
ing agency of the church and should include these .teachings in
its curriculum so that it may Inculcate these doctrines in those 
who attend. Plans should be made not only one year or two but
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for five, ten or more to build people up in knowledge of religion, 
the church, the falih, its origin, its work at home and abroad,
2. A general course such as the following might be 
suggestive:
a. The Old Testament, especially emphasizing the 
great religious truths of the prophets. A course sirailar to the 
one in George Adam S'.iith^s great books in the Expositors’ Bible 
series- ’’Isaiah" and "The minor Prophets" is what we have in mind,
b. The Life of Christ.
c. The teachings of Jesus. This is one of the 
most important studies which could be given. Teach the class 
everything Jesus said about God, man. Sin, redemption, life and 
faith in c^-eneral, and humian relationships. Glover’s book, "The 
Jesus of History" is very suggestive. Contrast Christ's 
attitude toward life and its problems, as set over against the 
philosophy of the world. A course in the Parables of Jesus is 
one of the most illuminating studies that can b'e pursued.
d. St. Paul’s interpretation of the life, death 
and resurrection of Christ,,of Christ's teachings, and of the 
meaning of the church, "Paul in Everyday Life”, John Douglas 
Adam,
e. The History of the church, Study the beginning 
of the church in the Apostolic age. Ascertain the outstanding 
fathers of the first centuries, and teach them of the contact 
of the church with the heathen world, The/^ study should them 
come down through the ages ferriting out the great heroes, teachers,
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and theologians of the church, shov/ing 'how the church fashioned 
olvilizatfon year hy year. An extre&ely instructive gtudy, for 
those 'interested, could be made of the great poets and hymn 
writ-ers as well as of preachers of the church,
f. The story 'of missions, teaching not only
the modern heroes of the church, but the change in Ep;stern civi­
lizations and ideals wrought by the impact of Christianity.
g. The study of what part the .church is taking 
in the redemption of the social, industrial and intern?tional 
order.-
h. Teach the people, line upon-line, precept 
upon preceot, the great doctrines of the church. The world is 
ihsistent in teaching its doctrines. The drama., the novel, the 
magazine, and the art of the day is teaching with great skill 
and power doctrines of fatalism, new doctrines of love, new 
relations of sexes', pleasure the chief good of life, fulfilment 
of one's own -hature, individualism, and materialism. Only on 
equally insistent and universal inculcation of the Christi?.n 
doctrines, utterly ooposite and antagonistic' to all these is 
going to save the people to the faith.
3. The test of a reli^on is its power to meet the 
great crises of life. It ie here it failed when the stress of 
the war came. If it is not cmtinually to fail the people must 
be taught as to be so grounded in the faith th^t when the strain 
comes it will be there as a rock beneath the feet, as a second 
nature, as verities that cannot be shakeh-*
4
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H, ”There is nothing so powerful in this world as an idea 
whose hour has corae." Jesus said, "And I if I he lifted up from 
t'he earth v/ill draw all men unto myself." This was Christ*s ideal 
to lift men from the =.ln and baser things of life and to draw 
them to God, If v/e can plant great ideals in the hearts and 
lives of men we have placed there the most powerful uplifting 
influence possible.
I' The Place and Function of Ideals in the Program of 
Religious Education.
Ideals are the v/orld*s masters. In several episodes in 
American history ideals and emotions h ave to an appreciable 
extent dictated the course of events: such ideals notably as 
nationality, anti-slavery and manifest destiny. An American 
economist, moreover, goes so far as, to assert that ideals and 
not mere economic logic or financial expediency are at the 
bottom of Aiiierican financial policies. It is almost a truism 
th t financial policies of this nation and economic reforms in 
general have to be trarslated into local terms or ideals before 
they coiimiand the interest and support of the larger public.
Thus protection and capitalism, become moral monstrosities 
before they are extrs.pated as economic heresies. As we shall 
see later, there is a profound philosophical and psychological 
reason in human nature which appears to make it necessary for 
men to idealize their conduct. Er.iotion hastens to generate 
ideas which will fit into and dig deeper the emotional channels, 
Ep.oticn recognizes its own instability and calls thought to 
rationalize and to hold it up. Just as Nietzache declared that
a good war hallows any cause, so perhaoe any oersistent emotion 
can sooner or later secure the "benediction of an intellectual 
ideal,
2. It is on these grounds that Professor Dewey analyses 
the strange debacle of the Gennan intellectuals and their naive 
apologetics during the earlier stages of the Great. War.. "Men", 
he says, "are pro*f‘oundly moral even in their immoralities, 
Especially do they in their collective and persistent activities 
require the supp(5rt of a justifying aonscienoe. Nothing la ^ 
paralyzing to action as prolonged doubt as. to the-..iustice of one *.8 
cause. The notion that men can act enduringly and deliberately 
at the expense of others, in behalf of their own advantage just 
because they perceive it to be their own advantage, is a myth, - 
in Bpite of its currency. Ideal ends and moral responsibililbies 
are always invoked, and only uninstruoted cynicism will assign 
conscious hypocrisy in explanation. Men must be stayed in their 
serious enterprises by moral justifications, - this is a necessity 
which knows no law but itself." Hence mere economic analysis 
cannot be trusted ,as a sufficient giaide to the factcrs invloved 
in social progress or decadence. Economic fe.ctore are necessary 
bnt not sufficient explanations. Only the fullest exploration 
bf the deaths of man's social and organic nature will yield a 
trustworthy ansv/er.
a. The very strongest evidence that there is such 
a thing as creative spontaneity is given in the very existence- 
of our ideals; also the very strongest evidence of our efficiency 
through this creative spontaneity is given in the fact th4t v/e
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actually ar’e alDle in some meaGure to mould Nature in accord with 
these ideals.
h. For v/hat are our Ideals? They are images of 
situations thst we recogn'^ze are not et the moment realized in 
nature as we find it, but v/hich we long to see realized.
0. The teacher* e libfty ideals are the most powerful 
influences the school can bring to bear to counteract the evil 
of sordid and degraded surroundings. If these be absent all others 
uu.^t be of no effect.
d. Most, obvidus and most true is this in all ideals 
of conduct.and of thought - in all those which represent the
good and the true. In what concerns the beautiful the teacher*s 
own enthusiasm will be wasted unless life sup'i^ly the puoil with 
materials with which to work. He cannot make bricks without 
both straw and oldy.
e. In all that instils beauty through the eye the 
town child is generally at'a disadvantage as compared with the 
country child, and the child from a town slum most emphatically 
so. The important' thing is the implicit toning of the mind by 
surroundings. It is the effect whiob cannot be measured that is 
most to be desired.
3. That all ideals are cor^nected primarily with doing, 
with feeling, or with thinkirc- is a nec’essary result from these 
being the essential factors in all human activity. Which weighs 
most with any ihdividual is a matter of temperament. We all have 
them 'all in some decree. For we must not thlnfc only of the ideals 
of perfect goodness of activity, of perfect truth, of perfect
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"beauty. These are, indeed, ideals to hut few, and they the 
noblest sculs. If these alone could be called ideals, education 
7;ould have nothing directly to ss.y to them, fox obviously the 
young are incaoable of the highest ■ooseibilities of hiiman life 
in any form. The ideals of the TODrk-a-day world may be very small 
and even very low. They may refer to a very little oiece of life, 
or they may set its v/hole tone and color all its effects. Pur- 
rued for a long time an ideal purpose becomes habitual, and may 
even drive a man on in the accustomed line after he has ceased to
value it as an ideal at all,
4.Without ideals, small or Targe, effort would lack 
most of its vitality. A- boy, in whatever pursuit he is interested, 
has an ideal of excellence which he sets before hinself and which 
sustains him through menotonous practice. The same boy when set 
to a task for v/hich he does not oare has Quite another purpose 
in mind - to ge.t it done, not as well but as quickly as possible. 
In the former case the ideal refers to the object the activity 
ie to accomplish; in the let^-er case the accomoliehment has no 
ideal value. So it is throughout life. Good work always results 
from an attemrt to reali2e ar ideal. Remove tha^t 'Spur and the 
product deteriorates. Decrease the res-nonsibility of the work­
man for the ontcore of his labors and such a lowering of idealism 
necessarily follows. .The pride of the workman in his work is 
the most valuable asset not only of him who enjoys the nroduct 
but of the workm0,n himself. In its absence work becomes drudgery, 
for it is brightened by rone of the triumphant joy of seeing one^s
own thoughts taking shape in one*8 hands. There is much in the 
modern conditions of industry, especially manufactnrim^ jrdustry.
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which necessarily tends 'tG this de'gradation 6f '*prk’. This makes 
it all the mere desirehle that the young'hho'ald -he^ enabled to 
feel in all possible ways- in their school exercises and lessons- 
the ideal of v^orthy -oerformance, and that oth'e'^- ideals should 
be assiduously cultivated to fall, as far ae may be, the empty- 
place in after life. The fObt O'f all 'conduct affecting others 
Is found in the -Dersonal instinct's, especially thoeO of altruism 
and of self-respect. As intelligence develops, the reletion of 
self to others become clearer, so that they a.fe ho longer 
ap-oroVed or dihc-^rroyed by the gratificatioh or dissatisfaction 
they produc.e in ourselves. The rights 6f Self ar’e transferred 
by analogy and sympathy to others, and hence arises ah ideal 
of justice. Of course suoli a develobmeht could not take place 
out of society. As- in all other forms of shirftual growth the 
oninfons and the actions of those around us guide our modes of 
thinking, feeling' and willing.
a. The ideal is at- first involved in the actual 
events to which it is a-n-olied. The boy 'judges such an hct just, 
and such another unjust, without having a formula 'O'-preesiVe of 
the nature -of -justice ready to pfoduce on demand. With mahy 
People such moral ‘ideals remain in this intuitive -stage throughout 
life.
b. The first step in the disentagl-ement of such an 
ideal as that of justice is its personification in a typical 
hero,. Sudh embodiment is e characteristic of early adolescence,
especially among hoys. Later the Ideal becomes more detached, 
and at least reaches the state of .current-mora.l principles.
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5. The religious ideal is "both more personal and higher 
than any social ideal of the relation of man to man. Many writers 
sneak of a religious instinct, hut that seers s loose use of the 
term. Though the religious feeling is universal among the rac-es 
of mankind, yet it is a compound in which the interests of fear, 
lo-'^e, and self are associated. -The form which the religious ideal 
takes is, of course, determined for a child h’'- the rel'ig^on of 
those around him, especially hy his home and his church. It is 
first nurely personal — either a loving jfather or a harsh task“ 
master according to the religious atmosohere in which the child 
lives and the teaching on religion which he receiv.es. Later, it 
expands into a recognition of the hrothefhood ^of others in that 
Father's family. As intelligence develops the id'eal representa­
tion of the God-head hecomes more and more spiritual. At adoles­
cence personal religi'^us fellings are often stirred, hut except 
in cases more or less s.hnormal, there -seems no evidence that 
religious unrest and dishs lef are common among those whose 
religion has from the firs^ "been, associated with the corporate 
life of a religious hod'^, and notr made ^ purely nersonal matter,
6. The school into which religion enters does more hy 
a s'^irit of reverence, by common worship-, by the unost-entatious 
religion of the teachers, than by set lessons, to cultivate a 
rel-5gious attitude of mind. Not that epposi’tione.-of belief 
adapted to the punils'.understanding are not needed to give form 
to the ideal concer^tions. Unha>^nily, 'religious instruction', 
is too often only an eunhe: ism for-the .geo'^ranhy and history of 
P'-le^tine which in themselves have no sneciaJ spiritual significance
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7. Bagley, in his book --"The Educative Process" says 
in Chant. 14 "The Develonment of Ideals the Chief Fork of Education"
a. There is an educ^^tive valu.e of experiences over 
and above their intrinsic worth as facts and iteius of knowledge.
The experiences that the individual acquires may carry with them, 
ideals that may later serve to mn=iify adjustment even more 
fundamentally and ef^eciently than the knov/ledge itself. Our 
cefinitlon of education must be extended to include- ideals as
an important type of condensed experiences not always reoogni7,ed 
in the educative process.
b. This conccT^tion is especially important in the 
light of existing tendencies. The passing of the dogma of formal 
discipline has greetly enhanced intrinsic values where hitherto 
subject-matter has often been justified by its supposed disciplin­
ary effect, such subject-matter is no* eitherjustif 1 ed on other 
grounds or eliminated altogether. This has been a healthful 
reaction, for the pendulum undoubtedly had swung^ too far to the 
other extreme. But the basal notion of displinary values had
too large a measure of worth to be cast entirely aside. Indeed, 
it is hardly too much to say that, if one mu^t choose between the 
two, the doctrine of fornal discipline, with all its fall^-cies, 
would be a fa-r safer risk than the doctrine of exclusively 
intrinsic values. The mere subject-matter of knowledge might 
be likened to the letter that killeth; the ideal, to the s^^irit 
that maketh alive.
(l) It would probs-blv be different to over­
estimate the importance of ideals in civilized life. They are the
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dominant forces in all the grent move&.ents of history. Paces 
and nations are d1stjnguished from- one another far more hy their 
ideals than hy their inherent physical and mental pecularities.
In spite of the elements that foreign nations have oontrihuted 
j=ind ^re contributing to the American people, our nation is distinc- 
ly individual because it has indivi'^ual ideals. The German, 
the Celtic, the Slavic, and the Romaaoe ingredients become in- 
distinguishable after two generations because their distinctive 
race or national ideals hfive been drout and the American i'"eal 
has been assimilated. Thot the Jewish people still maintain their 
racial- characteristics is due to the feet that their great ethnic 
ideals are cherished from generation to generetion with a 
■t-enacity that no other people of history have every aporoximated.
(3) Kor is the operation of ideals less 
evident in individual deyelonment. The impetus which family 
nrice may give to individual effort is illustrated in such 
strains as the Adamses of Llass., the Breo ^enridges of Kentucky, 
the Harrisons of Indiana, and others too numerous to mention.
The very fact th^^t one's for-bears have accomplished things 
and attained to high plrces among their fellows form^ a most 
ef'f’ective spur to the "nresent genera.t’ion. Certainly not all 
great men's sons are grert, but this fact only lends conflrmati-on 
to on.r hypothesis, for the ideal may or may not be developed; 
while if the tendency to preeminence were* transmitted physically 
there should be no such excerptions as v;e nov/ find,
(3) The 'esprit cor-ns' that is expressed 
in loyalty to one's school or college is another type of ideal
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that functions effectively in srurring one on to greater effort.
The college or the'uni vereity that can imbue its students v/ith 
such loyalty ds doing much more to equip them for the battle 
of life 'than the institution that simply instructs, no matter 
hov! faith’fully that instruction may be imparted. It is largely 
for this reason that the personal Influence of the teacher and 
professor counts for far more in the long run than the mere 
mechanical advantages of libraries and laboratories and work 
shops.
c. It is safe to assert, then, that the main aim
0-*^ education is to instill ideals tha^ will function as judgements, 
and that, in one sense at least, the subject-matter of instruction 
must be totally subservient to this aim. The classical education 
of the past undoubtedly had little in so far as the intrinsic 
value of its subject-matter was concerned; but it had immeasurable 
worth in so far as the ideals thPt it instilled were concerned.
If the nev education fails to develo-o equally eif’^eotive ideals, 
its ralssir^n will -^es^’.lt in a net loss, no matter how thoroughly 
it may succeed from its own intrinsic standpoint. Mark Howkins 
on one edd of s log and ambitious youth on the other end are no 
less the tyne of a true college tod=^y than in the boyhood of 
Garfield,
d. But can the formal and the intrinsic values 
be satisfactrrily adjusted? Is it impossible to .ce the main 
emphasis upon ideals and yet so impress the more specific 
judgments that they will function effectively?
(l) The results in typical cases seem to
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justify an affirmative answer to these questions. Intrinsically 
useful materials may just as euccesafully form the basis for the 
development of ideals as intrinsically useless materials. That 
the student of engineering or agriculture or commerce does not 
always acquire the ideals that m^rh the cultured and refined 
"gentleman" is not the fault of the subject-matter, but, rather 
af the method. The old classical curriculum did.not always pro­
duce the desired result; in both cases the subjept-matter is 
subservient to the spirit in which it is imparted. Chemistry 
and physics and commercial geography can be taught in a mechanical 
fashion, bbt so can Greek and Latin and History. In both cases, 
the result, in so far as ideals go, is ■precisely the same, but 
the former is the less serious of the two evils, for at any 
rate useful knowledge has beer acquired, while in the latter 
case the entire process is n dead loss, It may be thB.t the 
tendency toward mechanical methqd is stronger in the former case. 
Everything thst is in the line of progress carries with it some 
new and often imforseen 'danger, and just because soientific and 
technical instruction is intrinsically useful, the instructor 
is probably more likely to miss the broader outlook, which in 
turn, is more eas.ily retained when the value of the subject- 
matter is purely ideal.
(3) It may be concluded then, that the function 
of the teucher is to inspire as well as instruct. Doubtless his 
task would be materially simplified if one or the other of these 
factors could be eliminated, but the time when this could be
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safely done is past. New conditions impose new duties and demand 
a readjustment. In this readjustment 'something will assuredly 
he lost. The task must he so to balance^the, factor.s that a 
net gain will result.
'e. It is difficult Adequately to define In-.psycho- 
logical terms just what we -mean hy the. term "ideal", yet it is 
essential that the notion he made a&.fdefinite and tangi^l^ as
i
poBsihle if the dangers of loose thinking, to which educational 
science is so prone, are to he avoided.. The following analysis, 
although quite inadequate from the psychological,standpoint, 
may serve this purpose in some measure,
(l) An ideal is a type of condensed 
experience. It is the utjshot of a. multitude of reactions and 
adjustments.^ both individual and racial.
(3) Because it represents condensed experience, 
it is commonly fo.rmulated as a proposition or conceptual judgment. 
For example: "All men are created free and'egufLl;" "The 
greatest good of the greatest number is $he standa-^d of conduct;" 
etc. Or it may be attached to .a single word such as "hbnor", 
"chastity", "truth", "patriotism" and the lik'e^
(3) As a condensed experience, it (fupotions 
in the process .of judgment. It parves as a conscipus guide to 
conduct, especially in novel and critical, situationsy It 
functions in the initiation pf specific habits, and such habits 
once formed may be saaid to harmonize with the ideal but ideals 
themselves do not function as habit, although the judgments 
that are based uobn them may often be of the "intuitive'^ type.
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(tf) The development of ,an ideal is "both 
an emotional and an intellectual process, hut the emotional 
element is hy far the more important. Ideals that lack the 
emptional coloring are simply intellectual propositions and 
have little directive force upon conduct.
(5) Ideals may be classed as high or low 
according as they are:
(a) Concrete or abstract;
(b) Selfish or social.
(^) Formed with reference to immediate
or remote ends.
(6) The above characteristics suggest some 
fundamental prooosltions reg'.rding the nedagogy of ideals:
(a) The period of ''dolescence renresents 
the best time for the development of ideals. This means that
the work of the grammar .grades, the, high school, the college, and 
the university, must be organized with especial reference to 
this factor. It also means that the. personality of the teacher 
or instructor during this period Is of funaamental importance. - 
It is' estimated that 85^^ of the punils who disliked certain 
subjects had teachers who disliked the subject also.
(b) Thnt the emotional element is 
dominant in the development of ideals indicate^ that mere 
didactic instTuction from the intellect^.a! standpoint is not 
sufficient. The emotional spirit of the instruction is the fa.ctor 
that counts. It is also necessary that the ideal be re-enforced
and confirmed through as many channels of emotional functioning 
as possible, - that is through the forms of aesthetic, intellectual 
and religious sentiment. Art, literature (including'poetry, 
the dra.ma, and fiction), music and religion are the gre^t media 
for the transmission of ideals and as such fulfil an .educative 
function far more fun-’amental -than our didactic pedagogy has 
ever realized.
(7) Ideals, then, appear very’early in life. At 
first they are aspirations to acquire power 'to do things which 
others are seen, to do. Then, as emulation and critical power 
grow, they become more and more detached from actual models.
In other words, the indiv^dual .begins to be selfdirecting - td) 
set before himself things he would like to do and be. Without 
a luxuriant growth of ideals in the ’soul the life- is thin and 
starved. The school cannot plant them, but it can secure that 
the soil is-well prepared so that when a see^ of Ineuttation 
falls, it matters not whence, the plant may spring up and bear 
fruit an hundred-fold. At the same time a kindly watchfulness 
is needed to uproot and .destroy, if it be po's’sible, evil asT^ir- 
ati’-ns. But it is the positive culture that is all important, 
and thi^t demands both insight and te.ct.
(a) Action towards ideals is the one unchanging 
condition of a fruitful life. For auoh action the school should 
provide ou-nortunity and give encouragement in all the great 
spheres of life. So only mav its punils esc^'pe the unavailing 
regrets of age, when:
"Suns rise and set and rise, and all is nought 
The Coast of boyhood f- rther still receeds
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Age can but marvel \7hy no dreams were brought 
By manhood into deeds,”
8. The conclusion of the matter then, from the stand- 
ooirt of social polity seems to be this, that in so far as 
economic influences have dominated human life harmfully in its 
upv/ard struggle, it has been largely because of a lack of 
proper standards of real value and of conscious aim and a coherent 
plan for improvement. Since economic interests cut so large a 
figure still in human life and since economic motives arej^]?(/ 
only a part of an organic social comples and therefore sensitive 
to pressure from other factors, it is the business of constructive 
statesmanshio md a dynamic educational system to focus attention 
upon economic systems to fit a rational social order. In a v/ord, 
economic life must become means and not end. Education can make 
industry promote human advance if it will teach us how to save 
our energy, order our time, concentrate our efforts, rate real 
productivity, and distribute the products of our labor with such 
equity and efficiency that we shall have liesure and surplus 
energy for the cultivation of other and equally imperious 
human interests. To this process of establishing something more 
nearly a-onroaching a regime of social justice, government and 
the other agencies for social control may contribute by so reg­
ulating the productive energies of the group that dependency is 
eliihinated and economic reward distributed according to real 
contr'^butions to social strength,
"God^s gift was that man should concieve of truth 
And yearn to get it, catching at nistake,
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As midway help till he reach fact indeed.
The statuary ere he mould a shape
Boasts a like gift, the shapers idea, and next'
The a=T^iration to oroduce the same;
So, taking clay, he oS-lls hia shape thereout.
Cries ever ’Now I have the thing I see’:
Yet all the while goes changing what was wrought,
From falsehood like the truth, to truth itself."
If -ideals occupy such a prominent place in the economic,
business and educational world truly ideals will hold first
rahk in the religious -world. The teacher of religion must inspire
as well as instruct and if the life i,s in accord with the subject
matter tsught the task of inspiring as well as that of instructing
will not be nearly so .difficult as in secular education. Religious
ideals must be carried, across into, conduct,
J. The following will indicate the wide range of electives
from which choice -may be made defending unon the local needs,
available faculty, etc.. The lists ^re suggestive of the type of
literature which should be used in such classes.
1. Biblical subjeots.
a. The. geography of Palestine,.
b. The Hiatory of Israel or s.ome part of it.
0. The religion of Israel in some periods of its 
growth,
d. The oharaoteristics of some group of Biblical 
books: history, prophecy, w.isdom, apocalypse, gospels 
epistles.
e. The origin, meaning and contents of some of the
greater books of the Bible like Samuel, Isaiah, Job, Proverbs, liark, 
Romans, Hebrews.
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f. The ll'fe and times of a Bihllcal Character as 
for example:: Xavid^ Isaiah, Jeremiah, Nehemiah,. Christ or Paul,
g. The teaching of Jesus, in general or on some 
special subjects.
h. Paul’s system of thot or that of the Johannine
writings.
i. The early Church, v/ith an attempt to realize' 
its life and thot, its limitations and triumphs.
j.The modern way of looking at the ’Bible, What 
it is and how it comnares with the older-way,
A large number of courses are available.. The foregfeiing list 
is suggestive.. SeeV^ Wood’s "Adult Class Study". Also "Graded 
Textbooks for the Modern Sunday School", sent free by Religious 
Education Association, Chicago, contains annotated lists of texts, 
3. 06acher Training, (Church School, Athearn, P. 300),
a. The course should include a definite number of 
units of work. A unit ie one recitation hour of not fewer than 
forty-rfive. minutes in length, based on a lesson assignment 
requiring a minimum of' two hours for the lesson preperaticn.
b. The \anit8 should be distributed over three
fields as follows:-
(l) Biblical.
(3) Child TDsychology,.-principles and methods 
of teaching, with provision for observation and practice teaching. 
If the course is spread over two years.there will be several 
Sundays in each year available for eb8e2n;‘ation and -oractice work,
0, Large church schools. City Institutes and 
schools of methods will be able to extend the teacher’s preoeretion
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two additional years. For this course additional units are re­
quired, The course should be distributed over three fields, as 
folliesws^:,-
(1) Mat_erial of instruction elected from
(a) Biblical studies,.
(b) Missions including missionary
biography.
(c) Church histony,




ReligiOiJ-s educatif^n, including special
methods for dep^^rtmental work,- with provision for observation 
and praotice teaching.
(3) Organization and administr^ition.
Not m^rq than half of these units should be 
elected from, any one field, the other portion being divided-- 
between the two remaining fields.
c. All Church colleges should be urged to offer 
regular credit courses in religious educatipn for the purpose 
of furnishing leaders, for the training work in the local churches 
and city institutes, of religious education. The work should 
be ciistributed among the following subjects: Biblical introduction, 
history and literature; organization ^^rd .ethods of religious 
education; theory and history of religious and. moral education;
"and selected courses, in co,mpar8tive religion, .church history, 
ethics, etc. Many colleges now have an arragement by which, they 
cooperate with the State Board of Hduoation in preparing teachers
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to fulfil the requirements for a State Teacher's Certificate,
An analagous plan might well he worked out between the college 
and the denominati’onal agencies for rel^gidus education, to 
prepare college students for olacee of lay leadership in the 
churches.
Textbooks for all teacher-training courses hhould 
be standard, the non-technfcal, works, giving clear and adequate 
surveys of the topics discussed, .even the fewer topics are 
studied. The biblical courses, for example, should consist of 
an intensive study of some seotion of the Bible with special 
reg^rd to the use of the Bible in teaching; e.-g.. Old Testament, 
the Life of Christ, or the Apostolic Age. The claps should be 
so ta^’ght as to develop the capacity 'to investigate, to use 
reference books, dictionaries, maps, etc. A year spent on some 
good standard twxt in some of these fields would give a rich 
.:p^d of biblical knowledge and furnish a method of study for all 
future years. In like manner, a knowledge of child psychology 
add pedagogy cannot be’ secured in a single year, but the study 
may be so prosecuted during the year as to introduce the student 
to the rich field of Inveatigatiod and give a knowledge of the 
literature of the subject for, future years of study,
3, Social Service.
See paLiphlet on "The Church and Social WorkJ." by 
William 0, Easton, Directbr of Instruction, Central Y.M.C.A.., 
Philadelphia, for outlines of work and val lable bibliogrenhy,
4. Philosophy of Religion.
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Wateon, The Philosophical Basis of Religion, The 
Hacmlllan Co., Hew York,
Royce, The Philosophy of Loyalty" Macmillan Co., New York 
Fairhairn, The Philosophy oT the Christian Religion,
The ilacmillan Co,, New York.
Galloway, The Philosophy of Religion, Chae. Scribner's
Sons, New York.
5, Psychology of Religion.
Coe, The Spiritual life, Fleming R. Reveil CoJ., New York 
Inge, Faith and it's Psychology, Chas. Scribner's Sons
New York.
Starbuck, The Ps3'ohology of Religion, Chas. Scribner's 
Sons New York,
Galloway, Principles of Religious Development, The 
Macmillan Co., New York,
Ames, The Psychology of Religious Experience, Houghton, 
Mifflin Co., Boston.
6, History of Christianity.
Mono-rief, A Short History of the Christian Church, 
Fleming H. Rev ell Co,, New York.
Walker, Great men of the Christian ’Church, University
of Chicago Press, Chicago.
Paton, Christ and Civilization, National Council of 
Evangelical Free Churches, London,




a. The History of the Church.
h. The history of some particular period of the 
Church as the Reformation,
c. The lives and characters of great men as 
Augustine Luther, Knox.
d. The history of a special -Denomination.
e. The -growth of doctrines and ideas in the Church.
f. An outline of "iis-sionary hlstopy.
g. The history of religious ref'orrns,
8. Christianity and Missions.
Clarhs, A study of Christian Missions, Chf^rlee Scribner^s 
Sons, New York.
Keen, The' service of Tis'Sions to Science and Society, 
Arierican Baptist Foreign Missionary Scoeity,
Warneck, The Living Christ and Dying Heathenism, Fleming 
H, Revell -Co., New York.
Jones, India, Its Lile and Thought, Geo. H. Dors.n Co,,N.Y 
Okuma, Fifty years of New Japan, E.P.Dutton & Co. New Yor 
Lang, The Expanfe^on of the Christian Life, Blackwood and 
Sons, London.
Swemer, Unoccupied Mission Fields of Africa and Asia, 
Student Volunteer Movement, New York.
9. History of- Ucral and Religious Education.
Laurie, Historical Survev of Pre-Christian Education,
Longmans, Green and Co., New York.
Monroe, A te’^t-Book in the History of Education, The 
Macmillan Co., New York.
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Hoyt, Studies in the History of i-'od^rn Ediicntion,
Silver, Burdett & Co., New York.
Adairs, The Church and Popular Ed^i.c-tion, Johns Hookins 
^rees Baltimore.
Browning, Introduction to the History of Educational 
Theories, A. S. Barnes and Co., New- York.
10. Comparative Religion.
Jevone, Comparative Religion, The liaomiTlan Co,., New York 
.Brinton, Religions of Primitive Peoplei5, G.P.Pirtnam* a 
Sons, New York.
De.Groot, The Religion o-f-the Chinese, The Macmillan 
Co,, New York,
Rhys^Davids, Buddhism: Its History and Literat \re,
G.P.Putnams Sons, Nev/ York.
Steindorff, Religion of the Ancient Egyptians, G.P. 
PutnsLms Sons, New York.,
Peters, Early Hebrew Story, G.P.Putnams Sonsk New “York 
Giles and others. Great Religions of the World, Harper 
and Brothers, New York.
1.1, Theory of Moral and Religious Education.
'"acCunn, The Making of Character, The Macmillan Go.,
New York.
J^dler^ The Moral Instruction of Children, D. AT^nleton 
and Go,, New York.
Dewey, Mofal Principles in Educatiinn, Houghton,
Mi-^flin Co,, Boston,
Mark, Individuality in American Education, Lon.gmans,
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Green and Co.y New York.
Coe-, Educotion Religion and llorals, Fleming H. Revell 
'Co., New York,
Horne, The psychological- Pri.ncix>les of Educati-on, The
Macmillan C6., New. York-,
.13. Ohiirch Administration,
Church polity^ diitles^Qf officers, finance, etc. Such 
a book ae Nathewe' "Scj^entific Management in the Ghurchee"
(50^ University of Chicago Press) might introduce a course of
this kind.
13, Missionary Countries and Missionary Biography.,
Jaekel, The -Lands -of the -Tamed -Turk, L.C.Page Go. Boeto 
L-indsay, Cuba anf^ her Peonle Today, L.G.Pe.ge & Co. Poston 
Goodrich, The Coming China, A.C.McOlurg & Co., Chicagb. 
Ober, Our Best India-Ne-^ ghbors, James Pott & *^0—N,Y.. 
Winter, Chile ,and Her Beople of Today, L.C.Page Co, Bosto 
'Holderneas, Peonies and Problems of India, Henry Holt 
& Co., New York.
Walker, Greet ^^en o^" the Christian Church, University 
of Chicago Tyrees, 'Chicago.
Gracey, Eminent Missionary Women, Methodist Book Concern,
New York.
14.- Religious Art
P^iffer, The Psychology of Beauty, Houghton, Mifflin Co,
Boston.
Coffin, How to -Study Pictures, Century Qo., New York, 
Noyes, The Enjoyment of Art”, Houghton, Lifflin Co,
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Singleton, Gre'-!t Pictures Described "by Great V/riters,
Dodd, Mead & Oo., New York,
Addison, Tlte Art of the Dresden Ga^-lery, L.C.Page Co.
Boston.
Bailey, The Great Painters' Gospel, W.A.Wilde Co,, Boston
15, Sacred Music.
The Music leaders of the Church must come from this class,
Lorenz, Practical Church Music, Fleming H. Revell Oo, N.Y. 
✓
Mason, A, Guide to Misic, Douhleday, Page Y Co., Garden 
City, New York.
Butterworth and Brown, The Story of the Hymns and Tunes, 
American Tract Society, New York,
Mason, The Anpreoiaticn of Music, Douhleday, Page & Co. 
Garden City, New York.
16, Parents' Problems,
St. John, Child Neture and Child Nurture, is a splendid 
introductory book for a class of this character.
Israels, The Child, Metropolitan Life Insurance Co,(Free) 
Kerley, Short Talks with Young Mothers, G.P,Putnams Sons
York,
Weigle, The Pupil and the Teacher, Geo, H. Doran Co,
New York,
Kerr, Care and Training of Children, Funk and Wagnalls 
Go., New York.
Shearer, The Management and-Trainirg of Children^ The 
Macmillan Co., New York,
Harrison, "Misunderstood Chileren. Central Publishing Co.
Chicago.
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Coe, Educetion in Religion and Morals, Fleming H, Revell Co,
New York,
McCunn, The Making of Character, The Macmillan Co, N,Y. 
Child Psychology,
HarxiBpn, A stp-ry of Child Nature-, Chicago. Kindergarten
College:.
:Koohf, The Child.'s Religious Jjife, Methodist. Book 
Concern.^ Nev/ York.
Mark, The Unfolding of Per.sonality, Unlyergity of Chicago, 
^Press, Chicago.
18. Subjects Concerning present day religion:
a. The present attitude toward religion,
b. The Churches in America.
c. Social, mi^nicipal or national problems studied 
ia the light of Christianity,
d. The Doctrines and Church life of particular
Denominations
e. Reforms: Prison, Temperance, Philanthropy, and 
other movements.
fi. The Individual Christian Life in relation to 
■nresent social and business conditions.
g. Mission Work, Home and Foreign,
19. Expressional Aotlvitles.
a. One hundred things one hundred organized bible 
clasees are do-i-ng, .International Sxinday School .Association, 1416
Mailers .Rldg.-, 5 S. Wabash Ave,., Chicago, Ill, Leaflet No. 304.
b. The Organized Adult Bible Class, at Work. Leaflet 
No, 503, (Sor.e Address as a).
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III. ORGANIZATION AND EQUIPMENT NECESSARY TO SUPPLY THE RELIGIOUS
NEEDS OF ADULTS.
A. The Adult Depai^ment includ.as' all pairBons- In the Church 
School -who are over twenty four years of age- (Quoting from "'The 
Chiirch Sohoo'ijj"*, Dr.W..S.Athearn, P.279 — and following).
f
B, The Adult Department ehould consist of a Superintendent,
secretaries and teechers of the various classes.
1 '
1. The Adult Department retains but one of the three 
activities' of the Church Schhol, When students from the senior de­
partment were handed over to the adult department at twenty-four 
years of age they were given artiv^ and -definfte work in the regu­
lar societies' and f\inotions' of the church- From thi'§ time on the 
regular church services'wild pf-ovide--for the deyotiohal expression, 
and Hfotherhood;^, Mission Bahdh, Aid Societies-, "'eto., widl fufnish 
acdequarte channels fdr carrying the rbllgioud^ impulse out into 
adoial expression. The Church School hands the ^expressional activi-^ 
ty over to the Church, fetaihing-ofliy the-'wbfk of IiiAtrtibtion.
^ 2, Each clas-s should maintain a. very simple class organ­
ization, butjdnder-no circumstances-should-an adult hi ass duplicate 
the machinery: of any the--r^ular orgarii'^tions of the Church.
3. rt may he that tfierb- af’d; fiiany^ vestigial organiza­
tions attached to "the ohurch which have-sprung^lnto being to serve 
a definite purpose and remseined bedeckhd With tfie glory of their 
achievements after* their function ha's bieh perlormbdl These organi­
zations must find, new functions or be diSbbiided In -the interest of
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an efrrcient Churcii* The Church' shcnild clearly define its mission 
in a community and then organize and maintain Jirst such societies 
as will contribute to Itsr mission. The Church School must train 
workers to carry on the work of these societies.
4. The organize! adult class should conglne itself to 
the instruction vrtilch is neeaieti by workers in the various societies 
maintained by the Church. On the other hand the organizations of 
the church should Efcand', aver to the adult department of the Church 
Sohool all ty|Bes of instruction. This Includes the missionary socie- 
ties and social service groups.
\
\
CT. Religious ^Education in the legal ohurgh^
1. Runeption - The funotlpn of the Church Cs to Spirit­
ualize. its people. Other* organizations feed p’^ple** other organi­
zations; entertain them, other- organizations give- them intellectual 
rood, blit the Church must feed them Spiritually - must keep people 
personally conscious of Cxod.
2. Activities thru which the Church discharges Its
function.
a. Wor^ipr — Sundays, Prayez^-meerting, family altar.
b. Preaching and teaching.
c. Service - those in need.
3. Agencies or organizestlons to carry out activities,
a. The Minister - Are the people more spiritually 
nrinded? The Church may be full but the people starving spiritually.
b. The Official Board - Test the Board by Its 
effect upon the spirituality of the people.
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0* Thff Teachecff.“ < * i-
d. Brotherhoatls'.
er. Lad’iffs'- Aid Soaiety.
f. Missionary Sooiely.
g. Woman's Foreigh Mis-sipnary Board.
Musi a Corami t't.e©. and Choir.
i. Young Peoples' Sooiety.
j. Finance Committae. 
k* Educsrtlon Comralttea.
We neetd thase agencies to carry on the funcrtions of the 
Church, We must spiritualize the peop-le which is the Purpose- of the 
Church.- It chould he impossible for ® person to be a member of the 
church choir six months without becoming a Christian - for the
choir ia a. spiritualizing agency to help the Pastor.
^ •/
D, Religious. Educaditon In the- Church School.
1, The Functions- of the School arei-^fc*
s. To develop and ^pfoducs.' inielllgent and effi­
cient Christian lives. Its fvmcticrn-Is the Sgiir© aft-^the Church — to 
Spiritualize' life'. The ‘Church School must give a spiritual ideal of 
life. Christ is the standardizing’ agency'^for the -Spiritual life,
h. To train effielent workerfe and -leaders for all
phases of church work. ^ i. ’
One church in its seventy years of existence has 
sent out twenty three mlnlstters. The Chttrch which fails to produce 
as'many ministers as She uses is a parasite. We ffiust recruit -the 
mini&trx. Wa-must, train out leadership for all th^"agencies of the
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Crfturch. Not Biiy otot-choir^ but grow them. The world cannot be saved 
except thfa the Church.







A Church School diffTers from a day school in that 
it has- worship in its program.
3. Program of the S'chool.
a. Period of Worship.
b. Period of Instruction.
c. Period of Expression.
Brains are needed- in the class and not bands around the 
class. A mastery of technique- and subject-matter is needed. Organ­
ization cannot t^a the place of read mastery of work.
The three vital U^-s:-
a. Mind — Muat know the adult mind, 
h. Matter - Must know subject matter,
a. Method — MUst know best way to get adult and 
subject matter together.
4. Organization - The organization calls for officers, 
heads of departments and coramlttees, grading of pupils, teachers, 
curricula, worship and expression. The- following chart gives a
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phio- rerpreaentation of how the organizration of church and school 
may be carried out and correlarted.
(A Conference Program of Religious Education, D.C.Ostroth, 
P. 41).
STANDJffiD OF ORSANIZ'ATION OF CHURCH ANIX SCHOOL
T H e- '
tzHu'-Hcti
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E. Principles of OrganIzation and Admin'igtration*
1. The Church, is an orgatnizat-Ion with- a definite ohjeo- 
tive. The ohjec-tive -of the Churoh is the Spiritualizin-g of ecir the 
people:.
2. An efficient organtzatl.on is huilt to utilize all 
ita energy. Where there is^ wafrte, frict-ion or J.dat energy the mach­
inery is. ndt working efficiently and needh' ad^^trstmdnt.
3. There are no detached'Units in axr effietent organi­
zation. In a watch every whe'eX ’gears into 'Mother and is tested 
whether it hiride:^S‘or fadilit^tes the purpose of the watch - which 
is to keep time. Kvery department in the-'church must work to a com­
mon purpose. Must consider itseTf a part'arid subject to the whole. 
Unity of polity is needed.
4. Every subslder^ry orgaiiization imst have specific-
functions not adeciuotely represented in other,-organizations. When 
it becomes necessary tb put a new gear br -wheel into a machine the 
old one is taken ouU This policy eliminates duplication of work 
and purpose of organizations in the. Churoh^ ‘
5. All delegated rbsponeibllity fflunf be ancompanied by 
authority and resources. EVefy Pastbr-, Director, Superintendent, 
Department head, Teacheir -'should know howto delegate'authority 
and resources and then those to whom these are delegated may be 
held repponsible for results.
6. The resources of the Church are men and money.
Truly more men are needed. Also the finances must be put upon a 
strong business basis.
7. Every member should be assignee! to specific tasics
' ,
and held nesponaible for the performance of his assignment.
t
8. Before organizing a new subsidiaery organization;
three questions should be asked,:-
%
a. What are its specific functions?
b. Are these- ftinctions desirable and are they in 
harmony with the objectives of the present organization?
c. Are there other existing organizations or 
a-genoies competent to ^perform these new tasks?
9. All decisions should be arrived, at in consultation 
with the interests to be affected by those decisions. No decision 
should be handed down until it has been handed up by those directly
s f
affected. Wholesome agitation and candid information proceeding 
action secures democratic cooperation.
10. The Work of The Executive. (Rules for Administration)
a. Plans the program with the Council or Official
. j*
Board of the Church.
b. Organizes resources and people.
G. Delegates authority and responsibility.,
d. Supervises the work; looks to the effective­
ness of the machinery; assigns; advises; secures reports.
?-• The Kinds of Classes Maintained.
There will be in every school men and women who cannot be easi­
ly interested, in thorough-going classes. Busy house wives, hard­
working men who TalL asleep over their books If they try to study
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at the olose- af a-(Ta^rj s work - get much profit fpom the auditorium
“ ' 1. ' ' *
class, the men's Bihle clasa, or t|ie womens' Bible class, etc. The 
teaching is expository in style and many helpful thots are brot out-
t
1. To meet the needs of the veu:ious types of people inI ' ' "
the Church there must be relative courses covering a large rahge of 
subjects.
2. The Glassification in the Adult Department should be 
by subjects rather than by age or sex. A program of elective stu­
dies: should^ bo offered which would stimulate the entire congrega^ 
tion to study and investigation. By directing the reading^ of a 
community the Church can in ^ large measure. determ.ine the ideals 
of the community.
3. At the opening of each year the Educational Gommltte 
should circulate a syllabus- setting forth ,the_ courses^ which could 
be offered, during the year, the name.s of the teachers, time classes 
would meet, etc. Cards can then be sent, ^to the- members of the 
Church asking them to check the subjects which they are willing to 
pursue during the coming year. These carda_ will indicate the cours­
es in which there is community Interest. Great care must be- taken
V '
to find leaders for these study groups who will be able to appeal
?
to the best talent in the Church. The classes may recite on Sunday 
or during the week.
G. Following i‘3 an Illustration from the actual experience of 
the writer which gives in detail the organization, equipment and 
running of an Adult class. This was an organized adult men's Bible 
class. The same and better results are' possible today for more and
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better material is available in Religious Education.
$
Z. While superintendent of schools about eight years 
ago I one day received, an invitation from the Pastor of the Church 
I was attending requesting ,ray presence .at a meeting for the purpose 
of organizing an Adult Bible Class. There were six men present and 
the plans of organization wsxre presented by the^ Pastor* TherB were- 
nine men present the first Sunday morning and e^atx man g.^vs his 
name which was kept on a tentative list until the charter arrived 
when ail. who then belonged were- made abater ;nembers.
2*. The next item of importenc's was the. choosing of a 
name for our organization. After sa-curing a long list ,and having 
them presented by the committeep the n^me "^ig Brother Class*' was 
chosen. Each man felt as. though the next. ..one to him was a Big Bro­
ther to him; for there, was ar. feeling of fellowship from the first.
3. When ws saw the long list of mottos presented we 
thought it nearly impossible to pivk an appropriate ,ons, but the 
one which the men had. been living up to and which had piade the class 
a growing organization was:, ""A Stranger but Once". This was the 
motto chosen. Many a stranger in town, after fip-ing visited the 
class, could testify to the truth of this mX%o lor if he got out
of the class without being Introduced ppbllcly and to each man in­
dividually as welX ap having shaken the hand pf^eyery man present - 
it was his own fault.
4. Glass organization has the following advantages:-
a. It gives division of work^ ^
b. It tends to perin^ency of the class.
7^
" c. 'Ehe' crlasTT.feerla: its strength, recogntz'ing
itself, a forcxe.
d. Organi^a.tion inoreffses* memhership.
" e. The Class- thUs i^ndelts a-d.equa^te service.
t
a:. Division of work* Le-t ns take a time one year 
sfteir organization. We find a smoothly* running, well organizsd, ef-
S ft
flcient: class* with a: mei^bership of sixty six,. Kach man was made- to 
feel that this was his c-la:ssi and^ that he was. an integral part of it. 
"'It wa's* a stock company .in which every mei^ber: shared equally? and 
not merely an entenprlse of the teaxiher*' or any one person.
b. Permanency.* Prior to this time it had been 
found difficult to maintAln a clasrs but "Orgaliizatlon Incressea 
Class Spirit,”. If the; teacher found .it impossible to .a:tterid -'this 
fact did not throw the class: into confusion -for the. president 
either took charge or had some ones appointed* For a number' of Sun­
days about half the time usually used for study was taken up by the 
men of the class. Ten minutes wera given ttj one -of the memtrers for 
the presentation of some suhject which w'ould be nf interest to the 
class. Social,, political, national and International problems were: 
presnted. Presant-day wonders-of the worlds- wonders af the modern 
world 'scsr well £cs thosa of Bible times -i"and than' five minutes' taken 
for discussion after* which‘ther lesson propei^’iJifas taken, up. It was a 
pleasure to see how inte'refcted. the men* trereahe- The* Pastor,'s library 
was in constant use and L permitted- them to use the 'High School lib­
rary ah we had no public, library in the town. The men would often
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come in from th-e farm$s anxi srpend a half day working on these talks, 
reading up*'on them and talking to men who- were: iriTofmed on these* 
subjects: and present us the' facts the next Sunday simmered down in 
concise* form. These talks were of real educational- va'lixs.
The traveling expenses of one of the men was paid 
to the agricultural college to attend'an institute there and part 
of one' of Our social eve’Hings %va's given ^oter -to this report. In 
this way all of the men reape:d the benefit af> this'institute for 
by far the great majority, of the. jng^srs werier farmers. The Class had 
itsr opening exercises with the main Sunday School but the closing 
exercises were generally separate.
(!)■ 4notheE fac-t to- be noted was the pride 
each man felt in wearing his cla’s-s:^in -z-the smalX red pin with the 
white center ars adopted by the' Intemattqna-1 Sunday School Associa­
tion as the emblem repireswnting the .Adult Bibl^ .Class movetient,
(Heb, 9:.22), Lt wq-s seldom you oould find me df the mOn-without 
seeing his Class pin in plAin sight.
(2;). 'One of the unwliitten rules was 
"Every man responsible for something"^, dhis'wo'uld vary from assist­
ant teacher to dish dryer after a "feed"’. .-The chairman on each com­
mittee was responsible for a part oT the ooinmlttees* work.. When a 
man was absent on a.-'Sunday some one would oail him on the telephone 
on Monday, and tell him th'at he was missed. Saturday he would tqo- 
eive a card reminding him of the class on Sunday morning.
C3). One man was found to be exceptionally 
good in the use of brush and paint. He kept the public informed as
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to ther domgs of the olas^ hy placing posters- in the hotel, depot, 
and post offloe. Hhen he moved away another man took his place and 
was soon putting out soma very original and attractive posters-. 
Neither man was- an artist nor a genius- but soon attained efficiency 
in this line.
Speaking before the class helped, the men to 
express themselves: and to appear in public, so that it was no hard­
ship for this clazss to take charge of an evening service. Each man 
would take his part and do it with credit to the class.
(4). We found it impractic^le, if the Sun­
day Sohoo-l le-s-son was read, ta have it read in routine. One of the 
men, having dharge one Sunday, asked for the lesson to be read and. 
started with the first man in the batik row-. As each man read the 
turn soon came to a: Greek, a fine fellow, who was section foreman 
on the railroad. He became embarrassed and did not read. One of the 
men seeing this — quickly read in his place. He was absent the next 
Sunday and when I saw? him ha assured me that he liked the class and 
the disoussions but that he could not read. English good enough and 
was especially poor in reading when embarrassed. He was assured 
that he would not be called: on again and he hardly missed a Sunday 
for the next six months, after which he was transferred. The method 
of calling on men well known; skipping about the class; or asking 
for volunteers was followed and the men readily fell in with the 
plan.
C5). One of the most vigilant committees 
was the -one- fbh visiting the siok. When a member, or one not a memb-
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er-but favorable to, and in some way interetsed in, the class, be­
came sick - he was- the recipient of flowers within a short time. ^ 
One night, one of the committee mada a. trip of five miles in th» 
country In dae^ mud with his- car to deliver a boquet to a young 
Bohemian who fallen from a tree and broken his- arm that aftamoon. ^
Not only were/' flowers' given but any ether service was as quickly I
rendered and as readily seen to. During the ’^flu'*^ siege’ we had three "
#•
young men die leaving famlies of small children — during the sick—
^ »
ness and afterwards the Big Brothers Class helped out in every way« » ^ ''
possible.
c. Strength. The strongest men of the class were
t _ ,
put as ohariman of the committees — the work which appealed to them 
most. The rest of the members of the class were then divided so 
that* each oornmittee would have some of those who considered them- j 
selves the weaker members on account of embarra^ment, lack of con- _
f- / '
■fidence, inability tc speak english weil, and other seeming hiadr- > 
anoes - but each man felt the strength of the one next to him and ^
f
by the testimony of the three otheir churches of the town, the Big 
Brothers Class was the strongest organisation for good in the town, J 
as- was shown at the time of the town election when their votes swept 
in the man of deal idealsi the' Information as to the candidates 
having been obtained in the class discussions.
(1). This was not all clear sailing. ’^Imi-
1
tation**- classes were started in other churches, and some people be- I 
came ’^sore” because they had not thot of this, or, had not had the
f I
ambition to start it if they did, but the field their opportunity 
- haai been there for years. The community was aroused to a religious
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awakening which it had never experienced before and we are sure 
that at least soma of the results and accroraplishnients were perman- 
ent. One Pastor especially was openly antaigoniatic and did every­
thing in his power to hinder the working of this class, but as is 
often true - persecution helps a cause - the Big Brother' Glass
i
grew and prospered in spite, of persecution.
^ 1
d. Increased Membership. As stated, perviously,
' V "J
the membership increased, from nine present the first Sunday and a
f" I
charteir membership of twenty to a membership of sixty-six 4n one 
years time. This number- included boys over sixteen years of age to
. -* k
young married men pefhaps thirty-five years of age. As in every
community, so in this, there were found many young men living in
and near town who were not connected with any church, many of them
with small children who should have been connected with the Church
years before. A list of all prospective members was made and a mem-»
beir of the class who knew the man best, invited him to attend the 
class Sunday, or which often proved mei^e effective - invited him to 
a social where he saw that Christians were real "he-men”, mwn who 
could have one big jolly time and play clean; where he could come 
into the basement of the Church, jE^have. a good- laugh, g:et inta the 
games, and forget, that he hard spent -a hard day in the field or on 
the section - and yet where the atmosphere was whcle-aome and had an 
uplifting influence upon his Iffe. Be went away feeling he wanted 
to be one of ua. We never urged a man to join a-fter a social gath­
ering, nor was undue pressure put upon him at nary time. We wan^ted 
him to visit the class, for that was f;indamental, a^nd if that, was
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wftat. he waht«d to get intb he wasr more than welcome and found the 
righU-hand' of f-ellowship and brotherhood: stre^tohed out toferft^t dim.
CX)« The Glass-wag- comnopolitan in its mem­
bership.. We hod. a number of areeks, whb wars working on thn rail­
road^ as" m^^ersj. theitu wefca ^ number*' of Boheml’ans who Joined
and attended, regularly^ fof the t6wn is a-itustad In ar Bohemian com­
munity; and bssides others of varying nation^itiea we had four 
Swiss men wha hatL come* to the community^ to hhook oats during the 
harve’st sehsoh, but. hairing found permanent work, sfayed' thru the 
year* One of the Sis/isa men showed., me a;, picture and shld: “This is 
the way we spent our Sundays before we joined the olffise”-* The pic­
ture showed: about fifty people and most of them had 'treerr “schooners” 
in their-hands. One of the men would go to the city, about twenty- 
five miles distant, on Saturday and lay in su^pljr for Sunday and 
all would gather at this pl&ce Tor a good^timfe. These, moo could 
«yoodle«’ as onty the Swiss- can. Thby brot their guitars to the'
Church and entertained ua many an^, evening, plte Sunday evening, 
dressed fcn their native^ Swiss costumeai;i 'they gave us a concert. The 
"yoodeding” was especially arppreciatedT,
e. 14 the fifth place an organized class does 
adequate- service. Whenever a nsw family moved into the community 
and became a meiteier of the class or,, a^appened in a number of 
cases, when a member of the class- built anew home, they could ex­
pect a “bouser-warraing" by the class most any evening after tbey 
were partially settled. On such occasions the "Dutiful Daughters" 
Class - the sister olass, composed of girls and wives, corresponding
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in age to tli© .men in the Rig Brother Cla'S's- - ; the adult Glasses; 
the children; and in fact the entire congregation were invited. The 
cla;ss‘ was not exclusive at all for itwasr distinctly understood, 
that for ail these- functions the Big Brother Class included the
A
entire., congregartion and many older'men asked to 'become honorary
I#
memhers' for they appreciated, the spirit and felt that they were not 
left out,
(1).. The class never made and ♦‘assessment" , 
neither was there any pa^yment of ♦♦*dues"t The treasurer would say: 
"’Boys, the treasury fa a little low"*, and put would ennme their 
pocket books and with no urging nofr feeling of obligation each man 
would give as he felt he could - generally giving a dollar which
' t i ^
would do for some time'.
(S). There is a settiement of Dutch people 
about twenty miles from this town. This settlement is known as the 
’♦'Amamee. Colonies"*, of which there are seven colonies or towns* There 
are about fiteen hundred peopl^n all, living in these colonies and 
they own twelve thousand acres of land. E-^erything is owned in cora- 
mon. They hasve large community barns in which the horses are kept. 
There are from two to five kitchens in each colony where the people 
coi^regate to eat. The people however, live in separate houses 
which are small. They have large woilen faille where a great many of 
the older people find work, the younge'r working in the fields. The
houses are unpainted; vineoovered, and lo.ak very old-fashioned
*■
while everything is kept up in neat Bolland style. These colonies 
have no railroad connection with the outside world. There is but
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one other" eettlemen't of its’ kind in the United States and that, 
which is much smaller, i's in New York State. The Big Brother Class 
"'ooralted.'*' all the automohilea they could find and tocrk the entire 
Shniay School there for a pjgcnic. We were shown thru the colonies,
. t ,
mills, and the- afternoon was- spent in games and fishing. Of course 
there wereV^^J^iy of "eats". At another time the school was taken 
to a oily twenty five miles distant where they had their annual 
pichic in the city park where swings, play-grounds, animals, birds, 
a beautiful spring house and many;i5 other attractions and convenien­
ces'' - made this a never to be forgotten day, especially in the 
lives of the cildren,
(3). The first tuesday of each month was 
religiously held open by the men for the Big Brother social. The 
kind of sooisl varierd with the season and the weither. In the sum­
mer time they were held on the lawns lit up with electric lights 
or Japanese Jantems. The eats also varied — sandwitches and coffee 
were not always the bill of fare nor the sign of a social -*• ice 
cream and wafers; chocolate with marshmellowa and fancy cookies; 
froppra and Mdibi^eoefs; andi during the watermelon season one man brot 
in a wagon'-load of meCtons - there were" but seven melons left after 
the social. These socials, were not wholly given over to games and 
contests - such a:s candle races, carrying peanuts on a knife, sack 
races, dollar base-ball, katerpillsr, art. gallery, ten pin, boat 
races, tug-o'-war, soak-'em, smudge boxing, basket ball contests, 
etc. , but some of the most iij^resting debates, contests and reports 
were given. Many vital, instructive and interesting subjects of the
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d’ay-wer.e dsBatsd and dlsoussed^ Often ^aakers were Imported from 
othet towns and oitiea who gave-the men inspiring talks on bueinesg 
agricultuf», and other topics: In which thej wera interested. The 
ola-ss- gave a banquet dliring the winter at which time Bishop S.P. i
Sprang, or Chicagd, Illinois-, wara the guest of hpngr - .the Dutifpl ;
Daughters' serving. No one present shall ever forget ihe oomplimente 
paid the class by him and his happy surprise a-t the effietenoy and 
organization of the oletss. After each soolal the men were "-game" to 
wash the dislies and the ladi'ea were not permitted' in the kitchen.
S'!* men served as waiters and- eight sa d'isM-Washeiss and dryers and 
one as general manager. In a short time everything was cleaned up 
and iri t't^ place.
C4).. The orchestra, played^ a prominent part 
both in the Sunday"SchaaI aird at these social functions, for there 
were amany young men of talent in the olsss as wall as many amatuers 
. ^ jSveryrmanj piember or prospeot, who was
not in the class the Sunday before the social was informed during 
the week. Cards ware, sent out * so as to be received. Just the day be^ 
fore and the phones were kept busy. Each man on tha social committe
WAS responsible for letting so many men know what was feeing on.
(6). We must not forget to mention the base­
ball team. We had some exceptional men. Two brothers, members of 
the class, living on Tarms near the tpwn had for -years been the 
battery on the old'town team. All of our men were out of practice 
of course but each Saturday afternoon was used for tha men to meet, 
during the base-ball season, for practice. We played the town team
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- tire firsli five t'nn^ngs wire- 0 to Q arr| wa came to-the end of the 
ninth inning' tied 2 tQ 2^ Da?*knegs -vvarg coming On so wg' thot. ft a
good oGore. for a Sunday School team to end with.
G7)*Let us mention a factor he^e which has
not been overlooked but-, which, olthQ not mehtionedv has undoubtedly 
been thot of while .heading. That 'facrtor is the- "^Pastorf. Where was 
he aXI this time? AXtho a goqd deal in the background, even to the 
extent of-seemingly not haying- a thing:'to do with the well-oiled, 
smoothly running, but not overlgi organized mschinerty-of the elass, 
sometimes aitting back ^hru a Sunday School lesson while another 
took complete charge op perhape asking not to be called- on a 
social for a talk so a^ not to seem too prominent — yet all- felt 
the,influence--of his lealeratitp- ^nd when he df^d speak he- had some­
thing to sgty, h-is5 words carri^ed pow^ and- convictfoni He was a- 
young man and' a man of vision. Jlis* cqnfehencro, a:^ the -.end of his 
seoodd year at this place, . called hinu to a-fleld of gre^r respon- 
sibility and yet greater-opportunity and he Is making good. Hier 
work and what he ha^. aocoraplf shed are not impossible of
attainment,. In opeaking. to him he doe;s: not feel thaCt, he has dona- 
anything so wonderful. He is no out of the ordinary man. Let us 
remember that *”*If we have faith as a. gpsan of mustard seed - « and 
1;h0n-go ahea/dependlng uppn God £or SplEi-tual. guidance- and support 
a-s. welL as upon tjie f^uj.ties ke- Fras- ai.vsn us fo3;yinitiative- - there 
wUl be no such word- as .f^il-.for us-. Man ,catoe into a realization 
that the Christian life .ia the normal life, -not the RfnJ oT life 
whej-e xou-haye to go around with faces long enuf to 'eat oats but
of a churn' but the kind af a life God meant his childr
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and. live. A happy, social, wholesome life; full of good times: and 
■yet with a religious atmo-sphere which stays on this side of frivol­
ity and causes a man to think of tha serious side of life and try
t V
and find out God's plan for his life here on this earth.
(8). Paul has a family of two girls- and a 
hoy, the oldest about ten years of age. With two brothers in the 
penitentiary; his father and two other brothers having served terms, 
one brother having died there, and relatives- of the same class’ and 
type “ he certainly seemed doomed to follow in the steps of his 
father-and relatives. His neighbonls bam was never filled with hay 
and barn-danoes’ were held regulaorly, with beer and other evils pre­
sent - but Paul became interested in the class. He invited the 
minister to his home and as a result he and his whole family were 
ba-ptized and token into the Church. Everybody said, "He'll never 
stick". Paul is the man who brot the water-melons for the melon 
social. He is the man who drove the five- miles thru the mud to de­
liver the boquet from the Big Brother Class to the man who had had 
hd>a arm broken in falling from a tree. He is never too busy with 
his farm work to jump in his car and run an errand‘if he thinks or 
even surmises' it will help the Glass or the Church. It was surpris­
ing and yet interesting tb heap the questions IJe would ask his Pas­
tor about the Christian life. We would expect such questions from 
a mere chilcL, Of course he made mistakes but when these were point­
ed out to him he would oome up smiling and live each day as the 
light was shown to him. His pastor helped him start the fecmily 
altar and he spent a great deal of time studying the Bible. He has
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so3.d.hts farm and has hought a fine place of business in town and 
is making good. This is but one example. Does it pay?
""Kven as" ye ha^e done it unto one of the least of these my
brethern ye have done it unto me-.'*'
OUTLINE
RELIGIOUS EDUCATION FOR THE ADULT HIND 
Introduction.
I. The Religious Needs of Adults.
A. The four-fold life,
1. Nations.
B. Cycle of national history,
C. Separation of Church and state,
s,
1. Religion must be taught.
a. Responsibility of the Church.
(l). StatietdcB.
Cs). Cause of conditions.
D. - Need for Religious Education of adult.
E. Three foes threatening our national existence.
1. Those oiitside the Church.
F. The Significance of an adequate program of religious educati
i ' n
1, Value of the Church School.
3. Beginning of the adult movement.
G. Illiteracy.
1. Scientific method in the Church,
a. Has the ChUroh a program?
b. Has the Church a definite aim?
H. Progressiveness of religious education advocates,
I. The place of religion in the educational program of a
dembcracy.
'1. The task of religious education.
3. The Church's privilege.
3, Dehominationar and inter-denominational cooperation
needed.
a. The task of each denomination.
J. Recent publ'ications dealing with religious ignorance.
Religion among American army men.
2. Failure pf Church to iihplant foundations of Christian 
belief.
3. Failure in past-method.
a. Losing future Church members.
b. Conditions in other countries,
4. The teaching function of the Church,
K. Facts and needs of, religious education.
1. Facts.
3, Needs.
L. Th6 menaing of Religious Education.
*
1. Negative side.
3. The Positive side.
3, Religious growth in the individual.
Jilethoda of education applicable to religion.
5. Religious education no panacea.
a. Defects in our secular educational system.
M. Religious survey of Missouri High School, teachers.
N. The Church’s interest in edLioation.
O. The religious needs of .an adult. ,
1. Christianity the religion of whole-mindednese. 
a. Bibliography,
3, The Church must help the adult solve his problems,
II, Curriculu?! Material, including ex-oreseional activities, to 
meet the religious needs of adults.
A. Definition of curriculum.


























Common body of facts,
Methoc^ of .development.
Seven items -in c\irriculum. 
questions fox text books.
True to instincts.









Is subject matter fundamentally religious?
Are the fundamental religious concepts enumerated
and treated.?, f ^
13. Does tl;Le text prepare* for the life to come?
C. , Ea.rly New England primers distinctly religious,
1. Separation of Church and state, changed curriculum 
of secular education.
D, Forms of church curriculim material,
1, Serious educational error.
2. Material not kept by pupil.
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3. Uneconomical.
E. Ignorance about Bible, Church and Religion.
1. Remedy - Religion must be taught.
2. The’Protestant .Church at the time of the Reformation,
3. The Church must arrest the attention of men,
4. The teaching function of the church,
5. Criticism of religious education.
a. The seriousness of the Church*s obligation.
b. The Church's duty,
F. Need for intellectual position of the church,
G. Restatement of need of a teaching church.
1, Examples of systematically taught congregations.
2, A suggested general course.
a. The Old Testament.
b. The Life of Christ.
c. . The teachings of Jesus,
d. Teachings of St. Paul,
e. Hi’story of the Shurch.
f. Tbe story of Missions.
g. Preaent secular church interests,
„ ‘h,. The great doctrines of the church.
3, The test of religion,
H. The power of an idea.
I. The’place and function of ideals in the program' of religious 
education.
1. Ideals and the world's master.
3. The morality of men.
9-1
a. The existence of ideals.'
b. What are ideals? '
c. Influence of a teachers, ideals.
d. Material is gained from life.
e. Limited by our experience.
3. Ideals -connected with doing, feeling, thinking,
4. Ideals the vitality of effort.
a. Ideals as judges.
b. Personification of an ideal,
5. The religious ideal.
■'6. Eeligion in the school.
7. The development of ideals,
a. The educational value of experience.
b. Passing of the dogma of formal discipline.
(l) Ideals in civilized life,
^S) Ideals in Individual development.
(3) Ideal of loyalty.
c. The liiain aim of education,
d. Formal and intrinsic values.
(1) The method at fault.
(3) Function of the teacher.
e. Analysis of ideal.
(1) A type of condensed experience.
(3) A proposition,
(3) Functions in process of judgment.
{4) Emotion major part of ideal.
{5) Ideals classified.
(6)The pedagogy of ideals.
(a) Adolescence the heat period for 
developing ideals,
(■b) Must be taught emotionally, 
{t)Early appearance of ideals,
f. Action towards ideals,





4. Philosophy of religion.
5. Psychology of rellgicln,
6. History of Christianity.
7. Historical subjects.
8. Christianity and Missions,
9. History of moral and religious education.
10. Comparative religions.
11, Theory of moral and religious education,
13. Church administration,
-13. Missionarjf* Gotintries and Missionary Biography,
14. Religious Art.
15. * Sacred Music,
16. ' Parents' Problems.
17. Child Psychology.
18', Subjects concerned with present day relfegion, 
19. Expreasional activities.






3, Maintain rieceeeary organizations only.
4. All types- of instruction by adult class.




D, Religious Education in the Ohurch School.
1. Function.






4. Organization, - ■
E, Principles of Organization and Administration.
1. Objective of Church.
2. Effective organization. Tv
%
3. Ho detached units,
4. Subsidiary organizations;
5. Delegated responsibility and authority.
6. Resources of the Church,
7, Specific tasks.
8, Three questions hefore organizing,
9, Decidions,





F, The kinds of classes maintained.
1, Elective courses,
3, Classificati(5ii.
3,-Syllabus at beginning of year.
G. An illustration from writer's experience.
1. Initial steps,
2. Ohosing of name.
3. Selecting motto.
4. Advantages of calse organization.
a. Division of work,
b. Permanency,
(1) The class pin,
(2) Delegated responsibility.
(3) Developing dormant talents,
(4) Reading the lesson,









(3) Regular sojcial, evenings.
(4) CDrchestfa.
(5) Every member notified."
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